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SUBJECT: Special Reports on High-Stakes Testing and WIA Market, and Various 

Washington Update Items 

 

 

This TechMIS mailing includes two special reports:  one addresses High Stakes Testing which 

appears to be at a crossroad, and the other is coverage of the JETT-CON Conference focused on the 

implementation of the Workforce Investment Act of 1998. 

 

The Washington Update includes the following items: 

 

 findings from a new RAND study which supports the Administration’s initiatives on 

class size reduction and increased targeted funding and teacher resources to low 

performing schools; however, buried in the report are findings which strongly suggest 

the lack of correlation between most state assessments and the NAEP assessment, 

which in turn poses the publisher’s dilemma “what tests to develop for?”; 

 release of a White House document which outlines the Administration’s sticking points 

which are designed to facilitate a compromise with Congress on the FY 2000 budget 

line items; 
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 a projected shortfall on spending this summer on education related programs for youth 

which, however, will increase significantly over the next 8-12 months as confusion 

which now exists over draft regulations of the new WIA will be clarified; 

 a scenario in which the decisions related to the Napster rulings could have on school 

policies related to “fair use”; 

 a request for testimony by stakeholders on their issues and concerns being made by the 

web-based education commission; 

 a recent GAO report which provides insights on what types of products and features are 

likely to be in high demand in Title I school-wide programs; 

 the recent Supreme Court ruling supporting the constitutionality of Federal ESEA 

funds being allowed for public school purchases of computers and software to be 

loaned to nonpublic schools; however, the ruling could provide ammunition for 

opponents of the E-rate program; 

 programs in alternative schools and juvenile facilities are likely to grow as a result of 

implementation of IDEA new provisions; 

 new congressionally-mandated report identifies several policies which are barriers to 

the expanded use of assistive technology, several of which have major implications for 

education software publishers; 

 current policies and procedures of the new California Clearinghouse on Learning 

Resources Network could create problems for many education and software publishers. 

 

The state profile updates cover:  (a) final state appropriations for technology and programs whose 

funds are used to purchase technology; (b) changes in state assessment systems (e.g., grade level 

testing and other changes created by the implementation of IDEA); (c) state funding and activities 

related to technology professional development; and (d) other state initiatives which could have 

implication for subscribers. One general impression is that states are appropriating a much larger 

amount of state funds as well as earmarking more Federal funds for technology-related staff 

development.  However, for the most part these funds are being allocated to recently created or 

existing regional units which are charged with the responsibility of training school staff in their 

regions on the use of technology.  And, in a number of states interactive two-way audio/video 

systems are in place and are being used for state-sponsored staff development.  One implication for 

firms which provide staff development services is the need to develop partnerships with these 

regional entities or state agencies to provide supplemental targeted staff development. 

 

As always, if you have any questions please call me directly. 
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 As we suggested in most TechMIS mailings over the last months, “high stakes testing” 

has become the major issue of the year and appears to be at a crossroads, enmeshed as it is with 

the standards and accountability movement.  Future directions have many implications for 

TechMIS subscribers.  Below we highlight major issues and problems, the resolution of which 

will influence the direction of “high stakes testing” in the future. 

 

During the July NEA and AFT annual conferences, standards and high stakes testing were 

the major issues.  AFT President, Sandra Feldman, a supporter of the standards movement, 

argued that high stakes testing is unfair to individual teachers because districts have failed to 

provide curricula which are aligned with standards and assessment instruments.  In a major 

proposal, the NEA almost passed a resolution which would accept the principle of “pay based on 

performance” as long as such teacher performance was not measured by student achievement on 

national norm-referenced tests.  Although the delegates voted down the proposal, if it had passed 

in the initial form, it most likely would have driven a “stake” into the heart of high stakes tests 

because other measures would have been the basis for evaluating teacher performance.   

 

A flurry of conferences were held in May through July sponsored by numerous 

educational groups, including USED and the Council for Chief State School Officers (CCSSO), 

addressing assessment problems which have been created by:  (a) the July 1
st
 deadlines for 

Federal approval of state accountability and assessment systems;  and (b) the implementation of 
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new IDEA assessment mandates for students with disabilities.  Federal approval of state 

accountability and assessment systems is required of states applying for Ed Flex status.  Only one 

state, Wyoming, met the approval deadline.  For Title I, a similar approval process exists with a 

deadline in September.  Strict enforcement by USED of this mandate would result in Title I 

administrative funds for SEAs being withheld in 49 states.  High-level USED officials have also 

stated that proposed use of only one assessment instrument, specifically national norm-referenced 

tests, would not likely be approved, especially if the test cannot be proven to be entirely aligned 

with state content standards.  As reported in Title I Report (July 2000), most states do not have 

high enough levels of performance criteria for assessing whether a school or district is making 

“adequate yearly progress” to receive USED approval for Title I purposes.  If USED takes a hard 

position during the approval process and implements such sanctions in the next few months, then 

a major backlash will occur.  If USED extends deadlines in the form of a “transitional” period, 

then more states will make progress in meeting the intent of the mandates, although some will 

continue to be recalcitrant. 

 

In the vast majority of states there is litigation of one form or another that would override 

state and/or Federal requirements that special education students must pass exit exams and other 

graduation requirements in order to graduate with a high school diploma.  During the CCSSO 

Conference, state officials were also very concerned about including special education students’ 

scores on regular state assessments in school report cards which contributed to their perception 

that assessment of students with disabilities is one of the two major assessment problems 

confronting them.  The other is assessment of students with limited English proficiency.  Indeed, 

in four states with “conditional” approvals for Ed Flex status, all of the conditions imposed 

related to assessing LEP students’ performance.  Recently, the President’s Advisory Commission 

on Education Excellence for Hispanic Americans released its report entitled “Testing Hispanic 

Students in the United States:  Technical and Policy Issues”, which was very critical of state 

policies related to reasonable accommodation (e.g., using automated translation affects test 

validity) which usually results in holding students accountable but not the schools in which they 

are enrolled.  The report concludes that the primary problem is not the tests themselves, but the 

educational context in which they are created and used.   
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USED has announced imminent release of the third and final draft of its guide entitled 

“The Use of Tests When Making High Stakes Decisions for Students”, which is supposed to 

provide guidelines on reasonable accommodation and other issues.  What the final guide says and 

how it is received could influence future directions in high stakes testing. 

 

Because of the potential impact of high stakes testing, the research and assessment 

community and test manufacturers have begun to raise questions and issues including: 

 To what extent does the myriad of test preparation programs affect the validity 

and the reliability of national norm-referenced tests? 

 Do the different types of reasonable accommodations affect the validity of test 

results?   

 

High stakes testing has also raised the question about quality control used by test 

manufacturers, including scoring and reporting tests, which resulted in several thousand New 

York City public school students being placed in summer school last year, later these scores were 

found to be flawed, as were the 1994-98 NAEP Writing Assessments administered by ETS which 

resulted in such data being removed from USED’s website.  In addition to the increasing 

recognition that many state assessment instruments are not aligned with state standards, a recent 

report by Dr. Andrew Porter (See July TechMIS) found that the content coverage and assessment 

item match was as low as 5% in certain states.  This finding points to the problems of motivating 

teachers to cover subject area content on state assessments and ensuring that those who develop 

and administer state assessments communicate clearly what is the focus of assessment domain.  

The direction of high stakes testing will also be influenced by the degree to which the research 

and assessment community convinces Congress and other policy makers of the appropriate use of 

assessments, as well as the degree to which the testing manufacturers “get their act together”. 

 

As this Special Report was being drafted, the 23,000-memberAmerican Education and 

Research Association, which rarely takes a position on controversial issues, released a statement 

which cautions against the use of high stakes testing unless appropriate education resources are 
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made available and against relying solely on test scores to determine whether a student should 

graduate or move from one grade level to the next.  Key among the 12 conditions which should 

govern high stakes testing, is the condition that decision-makers and test developers “should 

align assessments to what is taught in schools.”  Amid the various sessions on high stakes testing 

at the recent annual conference of the National Conference of State Legislatures, Mark Tucker, 

President of the National Center on Education and the Economy, argued that high stakes testing 

is not necessarily flawed; however, the quality of many state assessment instruments is not 

rigorous or sophisticated to the extent one has to ask “whether or not the high stakes test is worth 

teaching to” (noted in Education Week, August 2, 2000.) 

 

In response to the growing backlash against assessment and high stakes testing, the 

American Association of Publishers (AAP) recently released the results of its survey which 

reported that 83% of parents felt standardized tests provided important information and 75% of 

parents reported getting information from standardized tests about how their students are doing 

in school.  However, the most common sources of information (used more often than 

standardized tests), are report cards, teacher grades, progress reports and class test scores.  

Conspicuous by its absence were any questions relating to parents views on high stakes testing 

beyond standardized tests.  Within AAP, CTB/McGraw Hill has been a very influential member. 

  

 

Based upon a Luntz/Laszlo poll in May, “American voters overwhelmingly give high 

stakes testing an F.”  Conducted by bipartisan pollsters and using survey questions formulated by 

AASA, this survey reported that almost 2/3 of voters do not agree that students progress for a 

school year can be summarized by a single test.  Moreover, only 45% feel standardized test 

scores accurately reflect what children know about subjects.  If American voters are against high 

stakes testing, how will this affect the Administration’s position which supports high stakes 

testing as reflected in the new “performance accountability/choice” initiative under Title I and its 

proposal to provide financial incentives to states whose student scores increased on the NAEP? 

Presidential candidate Bush would provide even greater financial incentives, as well as sanctions, 

to schools based upon student scores on the NAEP.  Given current positions, who gets elected is 
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probably less important than whose position changes or fails to change the most by election time. 

  

 

On the other hand, prior to the election, if a groundswell of support emerges against high 

stakes testing, Senator Paul Wellstone, (D-Minnesota), is armed with his “High Stakes Testing 

Ban” bill which would prohibit states from using a single test to determine high stakes decisions, 

this bill would include not only test scores, but also other measures such as teacher evaluations or 

grades.   

 

Under the assumption that standards and accountability will drive assessments and 

assessments, in turn, will continue to drive the demand for products in K-12 education, any 

redirections in high stakes testing, which in about half the states involve national norm-

referenced tests, will affect the demand for products.  Hence, marketers need to be abreast of 

changes which will affect how products should be positioned, the types of reference sites which 

are included in promotional materials, and the redesign or deletion of product features.  In the 

event that the deadlines on most assessment mandates (with the exception of IDEA) will be 

extended, the variance among states in the assessment and accountability area will grow, 

requiring the development of individual state strategies, in many instances, to take into account 

state court decisions and state accountability laws.   

 

While it certainly is important to ensure that lessons are correlated with assessment 

domains and standards, it is equally important to motivate teachers to cover subject matter 

content in their instruction and to ensure that such lessons and content are prescribed to 

individual students.  To the extent a certain level of student achievement can be expected if a 

program is implemented as recommended, one means to motivate teachers might be to introduce 

a “profit-sharing” plan.  For example, a software publisher could enter into an agreement with a 

school or school district whereby, for example, 90% of the price of the license is paid upfront to 

cover all “costs”, if students achieve above a certain guaranteed level.  Any achievement gains 

above that level could generate additional “fees” which would be shared by the vendor with the 

teachers on a 50:50 basis.  Such profit-sharing arrangements, referred to as the Scanlon Plan at 
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one time, have long histories and were strongly supported by Al Shanker, first president of the 

AFT (See Phi Delta Kappan, December 1971).  
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 Conducted ten days after the effective implementation date of Workforce Investment Act 

(WIA), the annual JETT-CON held in Albuquerque, New Mexico, was riddled with “hype” for 

both the new WIA and “revolutionary” technology advances.  One of the highlights of the 

conference was the public announcement by Dr. David Alexander, CEO of Cisco Academies 

Institute, that the distance learning software currently used in Cisco Academies in 74 countries 

will be made available “at little or no cost” this fall to nonprofit education and training service 

providers to be used for e-Learning.  The content, owned by Cisco, would be removed from the 

software thus allowing service providers, including Job Corps Centers, to attach content authored 

to meet their needs (and possibly other content providers).  This public statement evoked 

applause and standing ovations from local Work Investment Board, Job Corps, and some service 

provider officials.  Discussions with Job Corps officials from Bronx (New York) and Alaska 

indicated they were planned to take full advantage of the offer.  It can be expected that the Cisco 

e-Learning software configuration will be installed rather quickly in Job Corps Centers and other 

programs shortly after its availability from Cisco.  It is possible that some software publishers 

and content owners will be licensing or developing for e-Learning on the Cisco software 

configuration platform.  This philanthropic “gift” to non-profit service providers is quite different 

from the rationale for the implementation of Cisco Academies in public schools beginning in 

1997.  At that time, Cisco envisioned that the academies would train high school students who 

could provide “first-line trouble shooting” to school-wide area networks and other Cisco 

equipment.   
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 The exhibit floor, which had the largest number of vendors and non-profit “lighthouse” 

programs in JETT-CON’s history, included some of the traditional technology-based programs, 

as well as a large number of new configurations developed for One Stop Centers by firms 

ranging from defense contractors to non-profit community based organizations.  The Invest 

Learning group within CCC demonstrated its “Destinations On-Line” program; Steck-Vaughn 

demonstrated its GED prep program; H&H Inc. displayed its Internet-delivered mathematics 

suite, along with various online assessments of learning styles and habits.  Valpar was 

demonstrating the new Magellan Suite, which includes a variety of assessments along with 

references and links to a number of remedial programs such as Skills Bank.  NCS and SAS, Inc. 

were also exhibiting.  NCS focused upon its assessment system and Enterprise Information 

System, both of which can be used in One Stop Centers.  SAS demonstrated its data warehousing 

capability which could be used as part of a large One Stop Center information system.  However, 

it did not demonstrate its new curriculum that teaches problem-solving skills.  One conclusion 

from the exhibit floor is that most of the vendors were pushing their information processing 

technology which would fit into One Stop Centers. 

 

One new vendor TutorTek.com demonstrated its Intelligent Tutor programs which 

address:  (a) solving word problems; (b) teaching the scientific method; and (c) process writing.  

This suite of programs has been developed by the Air Force Personnel Research Lab in San 

Antonio, in conjunction with University of Texas at San Antonio, and has been tested in more 

than 70 districts and Department of Labor projects -- including Job Corps -- since 1990.  It is one 

of the few successful spinoffs of military training technology to the civilian side.  The Intelligent 

Tutors developed here is one of a limited number of programs, including Carnegie Learning,  

which has entered the marketplace recently. 

 

Most of the vendors demonstrated online One Stop Centers 

with functionality ranging from “recruitment and intake” to 

“job search”.  Vendors included defense contractors such as 

SAIC and Lockheed Marietta.  A large number of exhibitors 

were from the Washington, D.C. area reflecting efforts by 

defense-related companies to diversify into the WIA market 

niche.   
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The major underlying theme throughout the conference program, and reflected in the 

exhibit area, was the need to “reskill” the work force and to provide the necessary “skills on 

demand” for specific target populations such as individuals with disabilities and welfare 

recipients.  Approximately two-thirds of the disability community, or approximately 13 million, 

are unemployed.  Through the use of assistive and other technology, many of these individuals 

can be employed in high-demand jobs.  One of the exhibitors, the Rehabilitation Accreditation 

Commission was promoting its services to One Stop Shops in order to help them to become 

certified service providers for the disabled.  While most officials addressed the new mandates of 

the Americans With Disabilities Act, only a limited number of service providers were aware of 

the new IDEA mandates which became effective July 1 and will impact Job Corps and other 

WIA programs.  Many of the speakers pointed to e-Learning as a means of training and reskilling 

these populations as well as the workforce generally.  David Alexander projected that three-

fourths of the work force today needs to be reskilled. 

  

Another major theme was the philosophical difference between WIA and its predecessor, 

JTPA.  The WIA is to be “customer-driven” with implementation left to state and local 

partnerships.  It became evident that this philosophical difference is taking time to communicate 

and to arrive at a consensus because the long-awaited final regulations for WIA implementation 

were not available.  Several DOL officials, however, discussed what is likely to be in the final 

regulations.  One area which was addressed in several sessions related to service providers --- 

their eligibility, the approval process, and the public reporting of service provider options to 

customers, particularly those with Individual Training Accounts (ITA).  Service providers with 

strong performance records meeting local and state criteria will be approved but will have to be 

recertified every year.  Other service providers can receive “tentative” approval, but their 

performance will be scrutinized very carefully after the first year.  The names of the service 

providers that have been approved are available on many WIA state web sites.  A review by a 

consultant group hired by DOL indicated the following states were further along with respect to 

implementation of service provider and reporting mandates:  Michigan, New Jersey, North 

Carolina, Texas, and Pennsylvania.  Many new service providers at the local level appear to be 
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reviewing the track records of technology-based solutions in areas related to GED prep, basic 

skills and other academic areas and are planning to include research-based, proven programs in 

their applications to increase their probability of receiving tentative approval.  Although a limited 

number of states meet most of the WIA accountability mandates and reporting requirements, 

waivers and conditional approvals will be required for most states to meet new WIA performance 

requirements. 

  

Based upon JETT-CON and a review of many DOL and other documents available at the 

conference, there are a number of important implications for subscribers who are targeting the 

WIA niche market.  

  

First, the number of service providers of academic programs can be expected to 

dramatically increase in some regions beyond the traditional JTPA service providers as a result of 

the “customer-driven” nature of the marketplace.  On one hand, providers of technology 

solutions that have demonstrated consistent results in areas such as GED prep, basic skills, 

remediation, adult literacy, etc., should contact prospective service providers under the guise of 

helping them obtain initial eligibility.  On the other hand, TechMIS subscribers could also 

approach the more traditional service providers (such as community-based organizations and 

colleges) with the intent of helping them become more competitive. 

  

Second, because WIA implementation is so state-driven and state policies are evolving, 

state WIA websites should be continually monitored.  For example, marketers should look at 

Governors criteria, beyond minimal Federal criteria, on what constitutes “past performance” in 

order to become eligible as service providers.  Some states have developed offices that provide 

technical assistance and other useful information directly to service providers.  These offices 

could serve as a useful source of credible information dissemination about a firm’s technology-

based solutions.  Most states have developed (or will be developing) means for disseminating 

information about “best practices”.  To the extent possible it would clearly be advantageous to 

have a firm’s product information included as part of an appropriate effective “best practice” 

dissemination effort. 
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 New study suggests reasonable accommodation be provided for all students in high stakes 

testing. 

 

 A new report suggests that reasonable accommodations be provided to more groups of 

students including computer using students, when high stakes testing occurs.  The report by the 

National Board on Education Testing and Public Policy tested two groups of computer using 

students who were taught these same lessons in math, science and language arts.  One group of 

students was tested by computer, the other more traditional paper and pencil.  The report found 

“across all subjects the difference in comparison rates was dramatic:  67% of the computer tested 

students passed compared to only 30% of the paper tested students”.   

 

 The findings in this report are significant indeed as they serve the question the results of 

numerous studies by Education Testing Service and other groups which have found that 

computer using students do not fare as well on _______ and other tests as students who do not 

use computers extensively. 

 

 A strong argument can be made that just as LET students and special education students 

are allowed reasonable accommodation, such accommodation for computer using students 

should also be allowed and indeed encouraged. 

 

 SE reported in 1998, after EPS released its report entitled “Does It Compute”.  The EPS 

study should have been faulted when it reported that students who use computers more did worse 

on the reading and math scores than students who did not use computers often.  Few, if any states 

take  
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Washington Update8
 Vol. 5, No. 6, August 9, 2000 

 

 

 

New RAND Report Provides Political Fodder For Gore’s (And To Some 

Extent For Bush’s) Campaign, But The Press Coverage Omits“The Rest Of 

The Story” 
   

An analysis by the RAND Corporation of 4
th

 and 8
th

 grade NAEP math scores in 44 states 

between 1990 and 1996 supports two of the Administration’s pillars for reform:  smaller class 

size and better, more targeted funding for teaching resources.  These two variables, along with 

the availability of preschool programs, are associated with higher achievement in math on the 

NAEP.  (Reading scores could not be assessed using current NAEP data.)  Between 1990 and 

1996, 8
th

 grade NAEP math scores increased more than 4
th

 grade scores, with the average 

increase across all states being one percentile point.  However, in states such as North Carolina 

and Texas, the percentile gains were 2.45 and 2.01, respectively.  At the bottom, data from 

Wyoming suggested that students did slightly worse on NAEP in 1996 than they did in 1990.  

The report also found that education expenditures need to be targeted on certain populations in 

certain states because class size reduction appears to have a greater impact on disadvantaged and 

minority students.  When the research is controlled for socioeconomic differences among the 

student populations, Texas scored 11 percentile points higher.  Both Bush and Gore have 

proposed to focus additional funding at least initially on critically low-performing schools.  

  

What the press has not picked up from this study are a couple of sentences in the Executive 

Summary, which is, as Paul Harvey would say is, “the rest of the story”.  The report states “Texas 

and North Carolina were among several states that made large, statistically significant gains (on 

NAEP), and state-administered tests also showed large gains during this period”.  As a caveat, 

toward the end, the Executive Summary states “The types of state assessments done and whether 

these assessment are more or less similar to the NAEP test, may also influence scores.  States that 
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have standards and assessment systems that reflect NAEP might be expected to score higher 

because the curriculum is aligned with the NAEP items.”  North Carolina and to a lesser extent, 

Texas, began work in the early 1990s to ensure that their state assessment instruments were 

correlated with domains on the NAEP. 

 

Three years ago, Education Testing Service, in its report often quoted by computer-based 

education critics, found that students who used computers more than other students actually did 

worse on the NAEP test in both reading and math during the 1990s; as previously reported 

(Washington Update April 2000), the 1994 and 1998 NAEP writing assessments ETS also found 

that computer-using students did worse than non-computer using students in terms of “levels of 

proficiency” in writing.  These data were found to be flawed and their use has been discontinued 

by USED.  When the ETS report was released several years ago, we argued that in those states 

where students NAEP scores were relatively lower in reading and math, but relatively higher on 

state assessments, that both teachers and publishers of instructional programs have a greater 

vested interest in students doing better on state assessments than on the NAEP, especially in 

states that provide rewards and sanctions under state accountability legislation.  As is occurring 

in high-stakes testing, more and more teachers are “teaching to the test” and publishers are more 

and more attempting to develop content and lessons that will likely be covered on state 

assessment instruments, which are not often aligned with state standards and frameworks. 

  

The report recommends policies advocated by the Clinton Administration and to a lesser extent 

by candidate Bush, such as:  lowering pupil/teacher ratios in lower grades; expanding public 

kindergarten in states that have a high percentage of low-SES students population; and providing 

teachers with more discretionary resources.  It also recommends the discontinuance of teacher 

aides for instruction, which has been advocated by high-level USED officials.  On the other hand, 

if the National policy is to be based upon NAEP scores, an appropriate policy would be to ensure 

that state assessment instruments which drive the curriculum should be correlated with NAEP.  It 

is probably no accident that the only state assessment instrument that has been approved by 

USED thus far (in order for the state to apply for Ed Flex status), is Wyoming, which only 

recently completed the development of its new assessment system.  As the report noted, 
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Wyoming students’ math scores between 1990 and 1996 actually declined.   

 

For a copy of the total report entitled “Improving Student Achievement – What State NAEP 

Scores Tell Us” go to www.rand.org. 

 

White House Releases FY 2001 Budget “Sticking Points” in Order To Arrive at 

Compromise with Congress 
 

On July 17, the White House released a June 17 memorandum to the Chairman of the House 

Appropriations Committee, in which the Administration presented funding-level priorities which 

it feels the current House and Senate appropriations versions do not adequately address.  Some of 

the priorities and “sticking points” relate to education programs that fund technology purchases. 

 

Class Size Reduction is the Administration’s highest priority largely because of promises made 

to the NEA and AFT whose support is critical for Presidential candidate Gore.  The Senate 

language and funding level provides many opportunities for districts to use the proposed $1.7 

billion for quality improvement, staff development and activities other than hiring new teachers 

to gain Administration support.  Discussions with education budget observers suggest that the 

Administration is willing to allow up to 35-40% (now 25%) of such funds to be used for staff 

development as a compromise.  However, the President is adamant about getting the full $1.7 

billion requested; slightly over 2/3 of this year’s allocation is “advanced funded”, which could 

mean districts could have to “pay the bill” for 2/3 of new hires if the proposed FY 2001 budget 

level is not passed!   

 

The President has proposed under Modernization and School Renovation, $1.3 billion in loan 

subsidies and grants for emergency repairs for approximately 5,000 aging and neglected public 

school buildings.  Under the leadership of Chairman Bill Goodling, Republicans are proposing 

the Classroom Modernization Act which will provide $1.5 billion.  While this proposed 

legislation is better than none, it currently has no targeting provisions to high-poverty schools 

and could benefit Charter Schools, which the Administration has opposed.  However, there 

appears to be room for negotiation on some of the conditions. 
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On the accountability front, the Administration argues that both the House and Senate should 

provide sufficient funding (about $250 million) to turn around low-performing schools (which 

total over 6,000); the House actually proposed cuts for Title I basic grants.  The Administration 

may be willing to settle at a lower-than-proposed amount, largely because the Title I community 

feels that this new accountability fund (implemented for the first time this September) creates 

administrative nightmares.  (See previous TechMIS mailings and related item in this Washington 

Update.) 

 

While the Administration believes that the House and Senate should restore the $400 million 

they cut from the $1 billion request for 21
st
 Century Community Learning Centers, the 

Administration also opposes a Senate amendment that would allow community-based 

organizations to compete for these grants on the same basis as the schools, because it would 

erode the link between after-school programs and in-school instruction.  The Administration, 

however, would be willing to allow up to 10% of the funds to be awarded to CBOs that work 

with schools to create high-quality after-school programs.  As noted in a related item, 

Presidential candidate Bush would go further in allowing Charter Schools and faith organizations 

to compete for such grants on a level playing field. 

 

Professional development is a priority for the House and Senate as well as for the 

Administration; however, there are real differences in the amount of flexibility provided and in 

funding level guarantees.  On the other hand, a number of the President’s new initiatives would 

receive no funding, which could be a “sticking point”, however, there is room for compromise in 

this area.  The Administration has proposed a tripling of the Community Technology Center 

(CTC) initiative funding to $100 million, while the House would level-fund the program and the 

Senate would only double the funding.  Increasingly CTCs are being positioned as an integral 

critical component of the “technology and digital divide” umbrella request of slightly over $900 

million, which includes teacher training and regular technology initiatives.  Under “Next 

Generation Technology Innovations”, which consolidates both Title III technology programs, the 

House and Senate both would continue the Technology Innovation Challenge Grants by 
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increasing funding.  Most of the increases would be in the form of “pork barrel” projects.  As 

with last year’s appropriations bill, one way to compromise would be to provide increases for 

both Title III programs and then direct the Administration to reduce the overall budget by a fixed 

percentage by taking funds from individual programs, which would likely include Technology 

Innovation Challenge Grants “pork barrel” projects. 

 

Under the Comprehensive School Reform Demonstration initiative, now in its third year, the 

House has agreed to provide $240 million; however the Senate bill provides no new funding 

which means that approximately 1,000 schools currently receiving funds would be discontinued. 

 As we have reported in the past, this program -- which is a high priority in the House -- often 

“falls through the cracks” at budget time in the Senate, but is usually restored by the House. 

Among other agencies whose programs support technology purchases, the Administration has 

also indicated its priorities and concerns pointing toward areas of compromise, including 

 Head Start -- in which the House would provide $600 million less than the 

Administration’s request of $6.3 billion; 

 Child Health Insurance Program -- where a Senate provision would allow unspent 

CHIP funds to be used for purposes other than reimbursing the cost, for example, 

of related services for special education services (which amounts to upwards of $1 

billion annually and, in some states, equals the per-pupil IDEA allocation). 

 The Administration places a high priority on Youth Opportunity Grants/Youth 

Activities under Department of Labor, for which both the House and Senate 

would provide much less funding than requested by the President; the 

Administration will fight strongly for restoring cuts, although grass roots political 

support for these multiyear projects is limited only to 40-50 locations throughout 

the country; almost $300 million has already been allocated during the first year. 

 The $23 million DOL disability initiative which the President proposed to help 

individuals with disabilities to enter, re-enter or remain in the work force is not 

funded in the House bill, although it is included in the Senate bill.  The Senate is 

likely to abide by the House bill. 

 The DOL information technology initiative, with a budget request for $54 million, 
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would receive only half that amount by the Senate while the House includes no 

such funding; this initiative is critical to the success of Work Force Investment 

Act implementation, which received strong bipartisan support when passed in 

1997; such funding will likely be restored. 

 

House and Senate committee markup, which occurred at the end of July, suggests a desire on the 

part of the House and Senate to arrive at a budget compromise close to the President’s request 

and to send such an appropriations bill sent to the White House prior to August recess.  However, 

in the past where such desires were expressed publicly, they seldom came to fruition.  It is likely 

that a budget will be submitted shortly after the recess in September and vetoed by the President. 

 If this occurs, a Continuing Resolution will likely be passed and, depending upon the 

presidential election polls, the Continuing Resolution could be in effect until after the elections 

and re-addressed when Congress convenes under a new Administration. 

 

Summer Youth Education Programs Suffer Short Term Setbacks as Workforce 

Investment Act Replaces JTPA  
 

Over the last 15 years, a key niche market for software publishers of remedial programs was the 

Summer Youth Education and Training Program (Title IIb of the JTPA).  Many of these summer 

education and training programs were operated under contract to Private Industry Councils by 

school districts or other providers, who used computer-based instructional programs extensively. 

 Many Title I programs that operated both Title I and Summer Youth programs during the 

summers, used the revenues ($1,000-$2,000 per participant) from JTPA to purchase additional 

software in the fall.  With an effective implementation date of July 1, 2000, the Workforce 

Investment Act, passed in 1998, consolidated summer and year-round youth programs into one 

program at the same budget level of approximately $1 billion.  However, new WIA 

accountability requirements call for higher rates of youth job retention which is more likely to 

occur through year-round education and training activities.  As a result, a significantly lower 

amount of funds this year have been allocated for summer education and training programs.  

However, many mayors of large urban districts have been able to find other funding sources -- 

such as state welfare surpluses and TANF funds -- to cover the costs of summer employment.  

For example, approximately 40,000 youth will be employed this summer in New York City 
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working in the parks and other city services.  Some of these alternative funding sources may 

make youth be eligible for job placement but not for education and remedial services.  As a 

result, funds allocated to summer education programs which are coupled with job placement 

have been reduced this summer. 

 

During the recent JETT-CON conference in Albuquerque (see enclosed Special Report), 

interviews with a number of officials from local workforce investment boards, One Stop Shop 

officials and some local service providers suggest that the short-term setback for such programs 

will be more than offset over the next 12 months for a number of reasons, including: 

 Many of the new mandates under ADA and IDEA related to youth with 

disabilities will go into effect and as the number of such individuals enter the 

WIA system, the need for basic skills and related programs (as well as assistive 

technology) will increase dramatically, as will the cost per participant. 

 More state and Federal funds will be targeted to welfare recipients, particularly in 

large urban districts where the percentage of the total number of welfare recipients 

has increased between 10 and 20% for the last five years.  Recent Welfare to 

Work amendments allow these welfare recipients to count as “work hours”, 

certain education services including remediation. 

 In most states, only now is WIA beginning to be implemented with service 

providers being selected; however, in states which are fully implemented, (such as 

Texas), the number of remedial education, GED prep and related programs, have 

surpassed those under the predecessor JTPA Title II and related programs.   

 

Most of the officials interviewed at JETT-CON, however, felt that the basic skills and 

remediation programs that will be in high demand under WIA will differ from those most-

commonly used under JTPA --- namely, the academic or basic skills components will have to be 

tied to job skills and should be taught in the context of the work place and/or the real world.  

While most agreed that the development of computer literacy skills among participants is 

important, they noted that most of the complaints from employers who hire such participants or 

who participate in work-study programs, relate to the fact that these individuals often have 
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inadequate life skills, poor work habits, insufficient team-playing skills.  Concomitant with basic 

skills offerings is the need for programs that develop life skills and work habits.   

 

“Fair Use” Clarification for Schools Could Become an Unintended Consequence of 

Napster Ruling 
 

The argument which is being used to support Napster in facilitating music swapping in its 

lawsuit with the Recording Industry Association of America over alleged copyright infringement 

is the “fair use” doctrine.  Napster has hired David Boyes who was the lead Department of 

Justice litigator who, according to Business Week, “shredded Microsoft in court”.  Napster will 

rely on the 1984 case against Sony Studio Recording Systems in which the court ruled for Sony, 

stating that the VCR offers “substantial noninfringing uses as programs are taped to be seen at 

the viewer’s convenience and the viewing is for personal use, not for resale, and that such 

viewing does not damage future sales in the appropriate markets.”  Napster officials argue that 

Napster does not violate copyrights; and if what users are doing is legal, then there can be no 

copyright infringement.  

  

On July 11 many of the participants in the lawsuit attended a hearing conducted by Senator Orrin 

Hatch (R-Utah), and Patrick Leahy (D-Vermont).  Both Hatch and Leahy strongly urged the 

industry to adopt licensing agreements with music trading services.  If Napster uses the “fair use” 

argument and wins the case, (i.e., it is enabling users to share audio in a way that is legal), then 

this could be a positive step in the direction of forcing education associations representing 

publishers and content providers to sit down with users and develop “fair use” guidelines, which 

are both reasonable and equitable, for software delivery via the Internet.  While most districts 

have Authorized Use Policies, the vast majority are designed to minimize school district liability 

from unauthorized student use of software and copyright violation.  In most cases, they are not 

proactive in stating what are appropriate uses because of uncertainty regarding interpretation of 

the 1996 copyright law.  As long as this uncertainty exists, there will be continuing (perhaps even 

growing) major barrier to extended use of the Internet or other online delivery mechanisms for 

digital content. 

 

Web Based Education Commission Encourages Stakeholders to Submit Testimony 
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The Congressionally-created Web-Based Education Commission, headed by Senator Bob Kerrey 

(D-Nebraska), is requesting stakeholders in the future of web-based education to submit 

testimony on their issues and concerns.  Thus far, the Web Commission has held four sets of 

hearings, heard testimony from 70 witnesses, has conducted site visits and focus groups, and has 

had individual and small group stakeholder meetings with groups such as SIIA.  During a 

briefing on July 26, David Byar, formerly Vice President for Government Relations of the SPA 

and now Executive Director of the Web-Based Education Commission, briefed stakeholders and 

Washington representatives of various firms on the progress made thus far by the Commission 

and the issues which have been addressed.  The Commissioners, who include a bipartisan mix of 

Senators and Congressmen, as well as representatives of education firms and education 

associations, have raised a wide range of issues which they will consider in developing 

recommendations for submission in the Commission’s mandated report to Congress in 

November, 2000. 

 

When asked during the July 26 meeting, Byar acknowledged that not all of the issues would be 

addressed and even some of those which will be addressed --such as online privacy, copyright 

protection, and “fair use” -- will not be resolved.  The areas in which the Commission will likely 

make recommendations include Internet use in professional development, research and 

development related to quality content and appropriate use of Internet for e-learning, the digital 

divide to ensure equity of access, and funding.  One of the issues which have not been addressed 

in testimony thus far relates to “unfair competition” from the Government which provides 

content and programs at no cost to teachers and students through websites such as the USED-

maintained FREE website.  Another set of issues which have only been tangentially addressed 

relates to regulatory barriers to extended use of the Internet in education. 

 

Due to the tight schedule, for e-testimony to be considered it must be prepared and sent to the 

Commission by August 18.  The process for submitting e-testimony is very simple and is 

provided at the Web Commission’s website, http://www.webcommission.org.  If any TechMIS 

subscribers have an interest in discussing issues relating to “unfair competition”, they should 
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contact Charles Blaschke directly, who has been asked to prepare testimony in this area.   

 

Recent Supreme Court Decision Allows Public Schools to Loan Computers and 

Software Purchased under Title VI, Could Be Political Ammunition for E-Rate 

Opponents 
 

In late June the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that computers and instructional software purchased 

by public schools using Title VI (formerly Chapter II) funds could be provided to religious and 

other nonpublic schools.  However, this 6-3 decision (i.e., Mitchell v. Helms) could be used as 

ammunition by E-rate opponents.  E-rate discounts have been ruled to be “non-Federal” funds, 

but rather telecommunication carrier “fees”, which could be provided through service providers 

directly to nonpublic schools without being unconstitutional.  By clarifying that Title VI funds 

can be used to provide software and hardware to nonpublic schools, an argument could be made 

that expanded funding for Title VI could be used in lieu of E-rate discounts to provide direct 

support for telecommunications and other E-rate eligible items for nonpublic schools.  

Presidential candidate George Bush recently proposed to block grant all of Title VI and five other 

ESEA programs (including Title III) with E-rate and provide such funds to the states.   

 

Since ESEA passage in 1965, most ESEA programs, including Title I and Title VI, have required 

all public schools provide services of an “equal level” for eligible students enrolled in nonpublic 

schools.  Under Title I, approximately 10% of the Title I-eligible students served are enrolled in 

nonpublic schools.  For Title VI programs, slightly more than 10% of eligible students enrolled 

in nonpublic schools receive benefits.  As with Title I, particularly before Aguilar v. Felton was 

overruled in the mid 1990s, the benefits were in the form of computer-based instruction and 

related products and services.   

 

Partially because of state and Supreme Court rulings questioning the constitutionality of 

providing such technology to nonpublic schools under Title I and Title V, the authors of the 

Telecommunications Act of 1996 (which included the E-Rate program) attempted to minimize 

such legal problems in providing discounts to nonpublic schools by ensuring that such discounts 

be revenue in the form of fees provided by telecommunications companies.  Without question, 

the most recent Supreme Court decision supports the intent of ESEA to allow nonpublic schools 
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to use instructional computers, software and related products provided to them by the public 

schools to benefit eligible children.  On the other hand, it opens the door to providing an 

alternative to the E-Rate to achieve similar objectives if Title VI funding is increased fivefold or 

tenfold.  

 

California Learning Resource Network Could Create Major Problems For Education 

Software and Related Publishers 

 
Beginning in January, the California Learning Resource Network became a reality with a budget 

of $1 million funded by the California Department of Education with a fully functional website 

projected for December 2000.  The proposed evaluation criteria and the overall process thus far 

has been strongly opposed by many software publishers and the SIIA, largely because the plans 

resemble a clearinghouse model for selecting and adopting print materials, not technology-based 

solutions, for which there are many differences.  In response to strong opposition, noted in 

correspondence from SIIA on July 5, the CLRN invited publishers to testify on July 31.  Formal 

recommendations to the California Department of Education are supposed to be made by August 

11. 

 

The CLRN is designed to identify and evaluate electronic learning resources and online resources 

to determine whether such resources (including lessons) are aligned to State academic content 

standards.  Results would be maintained on an interactive website.  Although publisher 

participation would initially be voluntary, many believe that participation could become 

mandatory if such products are to be purchased using State funds in California.  The only 

information provided publicly thus far is the 37 pages of criteria which are available at 

www.clrn.org/criteria.  Most software publishers in SIIA believe the criteria are too extensive 

and time-consuming to be applied; that experienced staff would not be available to do an 

adequate job; that turnaround time would not be adequate for technology-based products; and a 

host of other concerns.   

  

SIIA and most software publishers do not fault the CLRN concept but rather the published 

criteria and processees which have only generally been discussed.  During a SIIA conference call 

on July 18, a number of constructive comments were offered, including:  have individuals who 

http://www.clrn.org.criteria/
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have operated education software evaluation clearinghouses in the past review the criteria and 

provide comments to CLRN; contact other clearinghouses to determine whether or not the $1 

million budget is realistic; get national education associations to comment on the clearinghouse, 

especially those that are highly involved with technology (such as NSBA). 

 

The final criteria and procedures used by the CLRN go beyond California State boundaries.  

Currently, House Committee staff responsible for developing ESEA reauthorization provisions 

are seriously considering the creation of a national clearinghouse following the general principles 

and guidelines of the CLRN.  In addition, presidential candidate George W. Bush, in his 

technology proposal, called for a national clearinghouse which would identify and disseminate 

best practices.  On July 17, House Subcommittee Chairman, Mike Castle, (R-Delaware), 

proposed the “Scientifically Based Education Research Evaluation Statistic and Information Act 

of 2000” which would spin off several offices within USED/OERI into an independent agency.  

One of the three primary functions of the agency would be to evaluate ED programs 

independently to determine whether programs are actually working.  The draft also suggests that 

the effective practices, including those that are technology based, would also be disseminated 

through a clearinghouse. 

 

If any TechMIS subscriber wishes to comment they should contact Bridget Foster, Director, 

CLRN, at 209/525-4610.  To become involved with the SIIA effort, contact Melinda George, 

703/538-5467. 

 

Allocation of Reading Excellence Program (REA) to Ten States Will Provide 

Critical Mass Funding to Limited Number of Schools, Thereby Providing Marketing 

and Sales Opportunities for Vendors with Reading Programs   

 
Under the REA, $198 million was allocated on July 26 to ten states and jurisdictions to provide 

scientifically based reading programs for at-risk students in grades K-3.  The program is designed 

to provide children with the readiness skills and support they need to learn to read when they 

enter school and to help children learn to read well and independently by the end of grade three.  

Projects must use a balanced reading approach which includes both explicit instruction in 

phonemic awareness and phonics, as well as exposure to reading genres including literature and 
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informational text.  Up to 15% of funds can be used to provide school-based tutoring or tutoring 

provided by approved local groups to whom parents may decide to send their child.   

  

Within each state, districts that are eligible to apply for REA grants for one or more of their 

highest poverty schools, have already been identified and are included on the state’s website.  

Eligible districts must submit applications following state guidelines to the SEA for approval.  

Districts in turn may use such grants for professional development and purchases of technology-

based and other supplemental reading formats, as well as tutoring in summer programs.  The ten 

states receiving awards under this round of funding, along with the amount, key contact person 

and phone number are displayed below.   

 

State Project Director  Phone Funding Amount 

California Dr. Terry Emmett 916-657-5140 $60,000,000  

Colorado William Windler 303-866-6631 7,498,525  

District of 
Columbia 

Pearline Humbes 202-442-5570 4,209,500  

Illinois Eunice Greer 217-557-READ 37,934,297  

Mississippi Richard L. 
Thompson 

601-359-1750 31,308,288  

New Mexico Larry J. Martinez 505-827-4344 5,000,000  

North Carolina June Atkinson 919-715-1626 15,000,000  

Oklahoma Cindy Koss 405-521-4513 7,504,000  

Virginia Linda Poorbaugh 804-786-3925 15,000,000  

Washington BJ Wise 360-753-5675 15,000,000  

Total   $198,454,610  

 

 

The REA’s program is one of a limited number of competitive grant programs that we suggest 

TechMIS subscribers, who have appropriate product lines, target for two reasons:  (a) the list of 

eligible districts and schools is very limited and is available on SEA websites, and (b) the amount 

of per-school funding is relatively high.  For example, in Colorado, which received slightly over 

$7 million, only 20 schools are expected to participate; in Illinois, which received almost $40 

million, only 45 schools will participate; in North Carolina, only 11 districts are eligible to 

receive the total $15 million allocation.  Having reviewed the most recent grantee project 

descriptions, it appears that most would be allocating, at least during the first year, a significantly 
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large amount of funding for various types of professional development, ranging from training on 

proven strategies for teaching reading (discussed in the National Research Council’s 1998 report 

Preventing Reading Difficulties in Young Children and the National Reading Panel’s “Teaching 

Children to Read”) to using technology for instruction.   

  

For additional information on the program and abstracts of state proposals, go to 

http://www.ed.gov/offices/OESE/REA/awardees.html. 

 

New GAO Report Provides Useful Information On Types of Products and Features and 

How to Position Them For Title I School-wide Programs   
 

Buried in a new GAO report, entitled “Title I Programs:  Stronger Accountability Needed for 

Performance of Disadvantaged Students” requested by Congress are some findings on the types 

of products and services (along with specific features) that distinguish Title I school-wide 

programs from nonschool-wide programs (i.e., Targeted Assistance Schools).  The report can be 

extremely useful in justifying school-wide programs as the Priority I target and positioning 

products and services which are in high demand.  Of the 40,000+ Title I schools nationwide, 

about half are eligible for school-wide designation, (i.e., 50% or more poverty enrollment) with 

approximately 18,000 schools so designated. 

  

This combination of survey and on-site case studies surveys over two years of Title I directors in 

all 50 states and case studies of 21 schools in five states.  The study found that one of the major 

differences between school-wide programs (SWP) and Targeted Assistance Schools (TAS) is that 

53% of the former, compared to 36% of the latter, provided after-school programs in which 

tutoring was provided for low-achieving students up to two days per week.  Other types of 

extended learning programs which were observed more in SWP than TAS, were before-school, 

weekends and summer school programs, although the differences were not as great as after-

school programs.  School officials in school-wide programs also reported that they used 

instructional methods and programs which were appropriate for all of their students; in school-

wide programs Title I funds can be combined with IDEA and ESEA funds to purchase products 

and services which can be used by all students.  In addition to the use of computer based 
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individualized instruction programs, which have strong diagnostic/prescriptive capabilities, in 

school-wide programs, students move in and out of flexible groups and, in a number of cases, 

strong and weak-performing students are in the same group where student-to-student tutoring 

occurs. 

  

GAO found that school officials believe the school-wide approach provides additional 

opportunities in high-poverty schools and benefits more students than Title I TAS schools.  

Another advantage of Title I SWP is that they foster increased collaboration among teachers and 

provide much greater flexibility in the use of funds.  As a result, team teaching appears to be 

much more prevalent in SWPs.  In general, GAO concluded that overall school reform has 

occurred to a much greater extent in School-Wide Programs than in Targeted Assistance Schools. 

  

  

In contrast, Targeted Assistance Schools are much more likely to use “pull out” programs, using 

Title I funds to pay for teachers who provide remedial instruction targeted to specific students.  A 

primary reason for pullout programs, according to GAO, is that it “provides a convenient method 

for tracking who receives Title I services and how the funds were expended allowing Targeted 

Assistance Schools to more easily demonstrate that funds were used for those students formally 

identified as eligible under Title I.” 

  

A previous GAO report found that one-fifth of the more than 11 million students served under 

Title I in the late 1990s had limited English proficiency (LEP) and that about 2 million of the 

estimated 3.5 million LEP students nation-wide are in SWPs.   In addition, USED studies have 

found that the percentage of special education students which have been mainstreamed into 

regular classrooms has increased to over 50%.  Moreover, in large districts the percentage of 

special education students is much higher in high-poverty schools than low-poverty schools.  

These findings contribute to the perceived need for a comprehensive instructional program which 

meets the needs of all students in SWPs.   

  

In terms of the major purpose of the report, GAO found that most states are not holding schools 
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or districts accountable for results.  For example, while 47% of states reported conducting on-site 

visits as part of their monitoring function, the number of visits per district and school range 

considerably, with three states reporting they made no on-site visits, while three reported they 

visited all their school districts each year.  GAO also found that, in virtually all states, the criteria 

for assessing “adequate yearly progress” under Title I were vague.  Moreover, one of the major 

recommendations to Congress was that “adequate yearly progress” criteria be applied, not only to 

disadvantaged students, but also nondisadvantaged students in order to determine whether the 

gap between them is closing.  GAO also identified Texas as having one of the best statewide 

accountability and reporting systems for Title I, suggesting that it is a model that other states 

need to follow.  However, as indicated in related items below, only a limited number of states are 

making serious efforts to implement accountability and assessment systems mandates by 

September 2000 under Title I; such plans must be approved by USED if the states are to become 

eligible for Ed Flex status.  The GAO report is available at http://www.gao.gov. 

 

Congressionally Mandated Report Identifies Barriers to Assistive Technology Use 

and Recommends New Federal Policy Initiatives 

 

The National Council on Disability has submitted its report entitled “Federal Policy Barriers to 

Assistive Technology,” as required under the Assisted Technology Act of 1998.  This report 

identifies Federal policy barriers to expanded used of assistive technology and makes specific 

recommendations for overcoming such barriers.  Several recommendations have direct 

implications for technology vendors, software publishers, professional development, and other 

companies. 

 

One of the overarching barriers is the increasing gap between the opportunities offered by 

technology advances and the limited number of people who are aware of them.  For example, 

under IDEA an IEP team must “consider” the assistive technology needs of students.  However, 

“it is impossible for an IEP team to consider assistive technology effectively when no team 

member is familiar with the range of AT available to address desired goals”.  The report 

recommends that appropriate Federal agencies increase support for assistive technology 

information dissemination within and across a variety of personnel preparation and training 

http://www.gao.gov/
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programs.  Moreover, awareness information should be made available for all practitioners.  

Most assistive technology training currently is limited to small offices in state and regional 

service agencies (e.g., FDLRS in Florida) or state assistive technology centers supported under 

the 1988 Tech Act.  At the national level there is only one clearinghouse, the Trace Center; 

general staff awareness and training programs are provided by the National Association of State 

Directors of Special Education. 

  

The report also states: “To the maximum extent possible, mainstream technology should be 

produced with accessibility built in, utilizing the principles of universal service; when it is not 

possible to build in accessibility, products should be compatible with assistive technology to 

allow access”.  Rather than using Federal special education funds to make technology products 

“accessible”, the report recommends:  “when assistive technology, beyond built-in access 

features, is needed for accessibility, Congress should encourage the use of generic Federal 

technology funding to purchase such ‘add on’ technology.”  The intent of this recommendation is 

to have Congress mandate that certain Federal technology funds (such as Title III/Technology 

Literacy Challenge Grants) be used to provide access and reasonable accommodation rather than 

having IDEA funds be used for that purpose.  The report goes even further in recommending that 

service providers be prohibited from using Federal dollars to develop technology products that 

are inaccessible, which is a current requirement at the Federal level.  The report also argues that 

certain provisions in the new Workforce Investment Act -- such as one which allows another 

person to do online job searches for participants who have disabilities which limit their direct 

access -- be changed to ensure that accommodations are provided to give participants direct 

access. 

 

The report recognizes that the 1996 Copyright Act allowed “specialized formats” of copyrighted 

materials to be modified for the exclusive use of blind persons without having to get copyright 

permission.  However, such specialized formats only include Braille, audio or digital text.  The 

report recommends that exceptions to copyright requirements also include captioning. 

 

Other report recommendations include the creation of low-interest loan programs to be used by 
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individuals with disabilities to purchase assistive technology; increased funding for research, 

development, and “technology transfer”; and changes in the definitions under Medicare and 

Medicaid to allow greater reimbursement opportunities for assistive technology. 

 

Taken as a whole, the recommendations -- if adopted by Congress in one form or another or 

included in a Presidential Executive Order -- should have the following effects: 

 increasing the cost of developing and/or adapting software and other content to 

ensure built-in access; 

 increased funding from general Federal technology revenue (e.g. Title III or E-

rate) to be used to ensure accessibility and, therefore, decreased funds available 

for purchasing “regular” programs; 

 Federal (and perhaps state) evaluations of products to ensure adequate 

accessibility if they are to be purchased using Federal or state funds; state 

evaluations have been occurring for certain types of disabilities in states such as 

California and Texas.   

 

If the high-tech industry adopts universal service designs to assure built-in accessibility, the 

accessibility gap between general advances in technology and the availability of assistive 

technology will decrease.  On the other hand, if future technology products do not include such 

built-in features then pressures from advocacy groups, consumer lawsuits, etc., will target the 

industry. 

 

Extended Learning/After School Programs Becoming Enmeshed in Partisan Politics 
 

Since the mid-1990s, extended learning (and particularly after-school programs) have been 

expanded significantly in terms of Federal funding as the result of bipartisan efforts.  For 

example, over a three-year period, the 21
st
 Century Community Learning Centers expanded from 

$40 million to $453 million with current proposals as high as $1 billion for next fiscal year.  

Over the last few months, however, after-school programs have become enmeshed in Presidential 

and partisan politics between Congress and the Administration.   
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Vice President Gore has proposed to spend an additional $11 billion over ten years on after 

school programs; following suit, Presidential candidate Bush has not only called for increased 

funding, but also for a number of changes in the current program.  For example, as part of his 

“after-school enrichment” initiative, Bush would provide vouchers to help defray the cost of 

after-school programs for children of poor parents.  The Bush proposal would also allow charities 

and faith-based organizations to compete on a “level playing field” with schools under the 21
st
 

Century Community Learning Center competitions.  In addition, Bush would add $4 million a 

year to Child Care Development block grants to pay for after school programs of choice for poor 

families.  The Bush proposal is similar to the Senate-proposed reauthorization of 21
st
 Century 

Community Learning Centers which would allocate up to $400 million to USED to fund 

primarily academic extended learning programs and an equal amount to VHHS for safety-related 

extended learning programs. 

 

Amid the support for extended learning programs of one sort or another, comes a report from the 

Cato Institute, a libertarian think tank, which based upon its surveys, claims that only 59% of the 

current capacity of these Federally funded programs are actually being used.  The report, stated 

that only 2% of 5-10 year olds regularly care for themselves after school and even if they do, it is 

not for long time periods.  Not only does the supply exceed the demand, the report found no 

evidence to show that after-school programs improve academic achievement. 

 

Recent studies on the effects of summer school on achievement indicates that there are some 

positive effects on test scores but the effects do not last very long.  For example, the Consortium 

on Chicago School Research found that “the summer school programs raise the scores of many 

students who were at risk of having to repeat a grade level”; but it also found that over time many 

of the same students were again close to failing.  USED estimates that almost 27% of the nation’s 

school districts now require summer school for students as a condition for promotion to the next 

grade.  Another survey of the 100 largest school districts found that 59 had summer programs; 

while 55% indicated they operated them in order to meet state and local performance standards, 

only 17% said such programs were primarily designed for remediation.   
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In the midst of this growing debate, in May, USED announced nearly $186 million in new grants 

to 1,500 schools to provide after school services.  Since the mid-1990s, the number of schools 

with after school programs has increased from approximately 7% to approximately 40%, with the 

average amount of additional instruction per student at slightly over 100 hours per year.  The 

administration stated that the “demand and critical need for quality after-school programs is 

overwhelming as the Department receives seven times the number of proposals than it can fund.” 

 USED also cited a foundation survey conducted in December 1999, which found that registered 

voters favored after-school programs.  Secretary Riley stated “public schools working with 

community partners are the best place for after school programs”.  The most recent requirements 

of funding of the 21
st
 Century require some academic strand to address core subject areas through 

tutoring, and related approaches.  Some software publishers have been very successful in 

penetrating this program with their technology-based solutions.  Increasingly, the after-school 

programs which place a higher priority on violence prevention, etc. are those funded by 

Department of Justice competitive grants.  Also as noted in previous TechMIS reports, most 21
st
 

Century Community Learning Center grantees are located in Empowerment Zones or Enterprise 

Communities; additional points in the ratings are provided for these schools and districts.  A list 

of recent May grantees, with grant amounts, contacts, and brief program descriptions are 

available at http://www.ed.glb.21stcclc. 

 

The growth of extended learning, after-school programs can certainly be attributed to increased 

Federal funding and, as reported in the last TechMIS mailing, increased funding and support by 

state legislatures, as well as over $100 million in multiyear grants by the several foundations.  

New accountability legislation and the end of social promotion policies at the state level have 

also encouraged the creation of programs for student remediation.  However, if the economy 

“goes south” and state surpluses dry up and if the backlash against high stakes testing accelerates, 

then the luxury of after-school programs will dissipate unless the educational benefits are clearly 

demonstrated.   

 

Implementation of Federal and State Special Education Policies Could Expand 

Alternative Schools and Juvenile Facilities Education Programs 
 

http://www.ed.glb.21stcclc./
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Implementation of some of the new IDEA provisions this September and changes in certain 

states’ special education policies could, in the immediate future, have the effect of increasing the 

number of students served in alternative schools and settings, including juvenile correctional 

education programs. 

 

Under IDEA, students with disabilities who possess illegal guns or drugs may be suspended for 

up to 45 days, but must be provided education in alternative settings.  Based on a report by the 

Education Commission of the States, as of May 1999, nine states (Colorado, Arkansas, Hawaii, 

Louisiana, Maryland, Mississippi, Missouri, New Jersey and Oregon) required alternative 

schooling for disciplined students..  Fourteen states have no laws on this subject and 25 states 

leave such policies up to local districts.  (Two states did not respond to the survey).  Currently, 

several proposals in Congress do not require districts to provide such services for disciplined 

special education students.  Groups such as the Council for Exceptional Children and the 

Correctional Education Association have opposed such amendments, calling for stronger 

enforcement and new language that would ensure that all states make alternative schools 

available to disciplined special education students.  Another proposal, entitled the Gun-Free 

Schools Act would automatically expel for one year a student who brings firearms to school. 

 

At the state level, an increasing number of states -- including Connecticut, New York, and 

Massachusetts, among others -- are attempting to “mainstream” even more special education 

students, while at the same time reducing the number which are specifically designated as special 

education students.  The Massachusetts legislature has  “loosened up” its State special education 

legislation which has been “tougher” than the Federal IDEA “Free and Appropriate” standards.  

The Citizens for Juvenile Justice, a group of State juvenile justice professionals, has projected 

that approximately 30,000 special education students would be mainstreamed under the proposal 

which would result in higher levels of overall juvenile crime, especially school-based crime and 

violence.  This group argues that special education effectively reduces the number of learning 

disabled students who would otherwise become delinquent.  Under the new policy, nearly a 10% 

increase in juvenile crime can be expected among the school age special education population 

over the next three years. 
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Not only do alternative schools and related education facilities provide opportunities for sales of 

technology-based solutions, they also provide opportunities for private sector firms to operate 

such facilities.  The July 2000 issue of Corrections Education Bulletin features a story on the 

Santa Fe Youth Development Program which provides a variety of education and life skills 

programs, some of which are provided by the operators (Cornell/Abraxas), while others are 

provided by the Santa Fe Public Schools.  While these facilities have provided basic skills and 

GED preparation services for decades, an increasing number are providing life skills programs 

(e.g., Nebraska Life Skills Program developed by Peru State College, Nebraska) and even inmate 

college programs (e.g., San Quentin, which is a volunteer run program).  Cisco Systems, having 

targeted states such as New Jersey to assist in establishing networking academies, is now 

targeting juvenile corrections facilities as new recipients of its highly discounted hardware and 

online courses.  (See special report on JETT-CON).  Current Cisco Academies exist in Alameda 

County (California) at Camp Sweeney and the Gainesville (Texas) State School for Juveniles. 

 

Another “alternative setting” for at-risk youth which will be impacted by, not only 

implementation of IDEA mandates, but also by deadlines for implementation of the Americans 

With Disabilities Act provisions this summer, will be the 120+ Job Corps Centers across the 

country.  Some Job Corps Centers operate high school programs affiliated with local public 

schools which, under the new IDEA state assessment mandate, have a much greater incentive to 

place certain students with learning and other disabilities in an alternative setting, such as an 

affiliated Job Corps program.  Most contractors that operate Job Corps Centers anticipate a large 

increase next year in the number of enrollees with moderate to severe handicapping conditions.  

At some Job Corps Centers (such as Phoenix), the Job Corps Center High School will likely be 

accredited by the state as an alternative Charter School, in which case the IDEA and ADA 

provisions applied to public schools will apply equally to the Charter Schools.  The Phoenix Job 

Corp Center also has pilot-tested this year a Cisco Networking Academy and is providing 

assistance to other Job Corps Centers which are considering creating similar academies. 

 

Approximately four years ago, TURNKEY conducted a survey of both adult and juvenile 
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corrections education facilities to determine the extent to which various types of technology-

based solutions were being used in courses ranging from GED prep to basic skills to vocational 

training, etc.  We are currently involved with Wasdyke and Associates in conducting a similar 

survey among Job Corps Centers.  
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 As we suggested in most TechMIS mailings over the last months, “high stakes testing” 

has become the major issue of the year and appears to be at a crossroads, enmeshed as it is with 

the standards and accountability movement.  Future directions have many implications for 

TechMIS subscribers.  Below we highlight major issues and problems, the resolution of which 

will influence the direction of “high stakes testing” in the future. 

 

During the July NEA and AFT annual conferences, standards and high stakes testing were 

the major issues.  AFT President, Sandra Feldman, a supporter of the standards movement, 

argued that high stakes testing is unfair to individual teachers because districts have failed to 

provide curricula which are aligned with standards and assessment instruments.  In a major 

proposal, the NEA almost passed a resolution which would accept the principle of “pay based on 

performance” as long as such teacher performance was not measured by student achievement on 

national norm-referenced tests.  Although the delegates voted down the proposal, if it had passed 

in the initial form, it most likely would have driven a “stake” into the heart of high stakes tests 

because other measures would have been the basis for evaluating teacher performance.   

 

A flurry of conferences were held in May through July sponsored by numerous 

educational groups, including USED and the Council for Chief State School Officers (CCSSO), 

addressing assessment problems which have been created by:  (a) the July 1
st
 deadlines for 

Federal approval of state accountability and assessment systems;  and (b) the implementation of 
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new IDEA assessment mandates for students with disabilities.  Federal approval of state 

accountability and assessment systems is required of states applying for Ed Flex status.  Only one 

state, Wyoming, met the approval deadline.  For Title I, a similar approval process exists with a 

deadline in September.  Strict enforcement by USED of this mandate would result in Title I 

administrative funds for SEAs being withheld in 49 states.  High-level USED officials have also 

stated that proposed use of only one assessment instrument, specifically national norm-referenced 

tests, would not likely be approved, especially if the test cannot be proven to be entirely aligned 

with state content standards.  As reported in Title I Report (July 2000), most states do not have 

high enough levels of performance criteria for assessing whether a school or district is making 

“adequate yearly progress” to receive USED approval for Title I purposes.  If USED takes a hard 

position during the approval process and implements such sanctions in the next few months, then 

a major backlash will occur.  If USED extends deadlines in the form of a “transitional” period, 

then more states will make progress in meeting the intent of the mandates, although some will 

continue to be recalcitrant. 

 

In the vast majority of states there is litigation of one form or another that would override 

state and/or Federal requirements that special education students must pass exit exams and other 

graduation requirements in order to graduate with a high school diploma.  During the CCSSO 

Conference, state officials were also very concerned about including special education students’ 

scores on regular state assessments in school report cards which contributed to their perception 

that assessment of students with disabilities is one of the two major assessment problems 

confronting them.  The other is assessment of students with limited English proficiency.  Indeed, 

in four states with “conditional” approvals for Ed Flex status, all of the conditions imposed 

related to assessing LEP students’ performance.  Recently, the President’s Advisory Commission 

on Education Excellence for Hispanic Americans released its report entitled “Testing Hispanic 

Students in the United States:  Technical and Policy Issues”, which was very critical of state 

policies related to reasonable accommodation (e.g., using automated translation affects test 

validity) which usually results in holding students accountable but not the schools in which they 

are enrolled.  The report concludes that the primary problem is not the tests themselves, but the 

educational context in which they are created and used.   
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USED has announced imminent release of the third and final draft of its guide entitled 

“The Use of Tests When Making High Stakes Decisions for Students”, which is supposed to 

provide guidelines on reasonable accommodation and other issues.  What the final guide says and 

how it is received could influence future directions in high stakes testing. 

 

Because of the potential impact of high stakes testing, the research and assessment 

community and test manufacturers have begun to raise questions and issues including: 

 To what extent does the myriad of test preparation programs affect the validity 

and the reliability of national norm-referenced tests? 

 Do the different types of reasonable accommodations affect the validity of test 

results?   

 

High stakes testing has also raised the question about quality control used by test 

manufacturers, including scoring and reporting tests, which resulted in several thousand New 

York City public school students being placed in summer school last year, later these scores were 

found to be flawed, as were the 1994-98 NAEP Writing Assessments administered by ETS which 

resulted in such data being removed from USED’s website.  In addition to the increasing 

recognition that many state assessment instruments are not aligned with state standards, a recent 

report by Dr. Andrew Porter (See July TechMIS) found that the content coverage and assessment 

item match was as low as 5% in certain states.  This finding points to the problems of motivating 

teachers to cover subject area content on state assessments and ensuring that those who develop 

and administer state assessments communicate clearly what is the focus of assessment domain.  

The direction of high stakes testing will also be influenced by the degree to which the research 

and assessment community convinces Congress and other policy makers of the appropriate use of 

assessments, as well as the degree to which the testing manufacturers “get their act together”. 

 

As this Special Report was being drafted, the 23,000-memberAmerican Education and 

Research Association, which rarely takes a position on controversial issues, released a statement 

which cautions against the use of high stakes testing unless appropriate education resources are 
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made available and against relying solely on test scores to determine whether a student should 

graduate or move from one grade level to the next.  Key among the 12 conditions which should 

govern high stakes testing, is the condition that decision-makers and test developers “should 

align assessments to what is taught in schools.”  Amid the various sessions on high stakes testing 

at the recent annual conference of the National Conference of State Legislatures, Mark Tucker, 

President of the National Center on Education and the Economy, argued that high stakes testing 

is not necessarily flawed; however, the quality of many state assessment instruments is not 

rigorous or sophisticated to the extent one has to ask “whether or not the high stakes test is worth 

teaching to” (noted in Education Week, August 2, 2000.) 

 

In response to the growing backlash against assessment and high stakes testing, the 

American Association of Publishers (AAP) recently released the results of its survey which 

reported that 83% of parents felt standardized tests provided important information and 75% of 

parents reported getting information from standardized tests about how their students are doing 

in school.  However, the most common sources of information (used more often than 

standardized tests), are report cards, teacher grades, progress reports and class test scores.  

Conspicuous by its absence were any questions relating to parents views on high stakes testing 

beyond standardized tests.  Within AAP, CTB/McGraw Hill has been a very influential member. 

  

 

Based upon a Luntz/Laszlo poll in May, “American voters overwhelmingly give high 

stakes testing an F.”  Conducted by bipartisan pollsters and using survey questions formulated by 

AASA, this survey reported that almost 2/3 of voters do not agree that students progress for a 

school year can be summarized by a single test.  Moreover, only 45% feel standardized test 

scores accurately reflect what children know about subjects.  If American voters are against high 

stakes testing, how will this affect the Administration’s position which supports high stakes 

testing as reflected in the new “performance accountability/choice” initiative under Title I and its 

proposal to provide financial incentives to states whose student scores increased on the NAEP? 

Presidential candidate Bush would provide even greater financial incentives, as well as sanctions, 

to schools based upon student scores on the NAEP.  Given current positions, who gets elected is 
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probably less important than whose position changes or fails to change the most by election time. 

  

 

On the other hand, prior to the election, if a groundswell of support emerges against high 

stakes testing, Senator Paul Wellstone, (D-Minnesota), is armed with his “High Stakes Testing 

Ban” bill which would prohibit states from using a single test to determine high stakes decisions, 

this bill would include not only test scores, but also other measures such as teacher evaluations or 

grades.   

 

Under the assumption that standards and accountability will drive assessments and 

assessments, in turn, will continue to drive the demand for products in K-12 education, any 

redirections in high stakes testing, which in about half the states involve national norm-

referenced tests, will affect the demand for products.  Hence, marketers need to be abreast of 

changes which will affect how products should be positioned, the types of reference sites which 

are included in promotional materials, and the redesign or deletion of product features.  In the 

event that the deadlines on most assessment mandates (with the exception of IDEA) will be 

extended, the variance among states in the assessment and accountability area will grow, 

requiring the development of individual state strategies, in many instances, to take into account 

state court decisions and state accountability laws.   

 

While it certainly is important to ensure that lessons are correlated with assessment 

domains and standards, it is equally important to motivate teachers to cover subject matter 

content in their instruction and to ensure that such lessons and content are prescribed to 

individual students.  To the extent a certain level of student achievement can be expected if a 

program is implemented as recommended, one means to motivate teachers might be to introduce 

a “profit-sharing” plan.  For example, a software publisher could enter into an agreement with a 

school or school district whereby, for example, 90% of the price of the license is paid upfront to 

cover all “costs”, if students achieve above a certain guaranteed level.  Any achievement gains 

above that level could generate additional “fees” which would be shared by the vendor with the 

teachers on a 50:50 basis.  Such profit-sharing arrangements, referred to as the Scanlon Plan at 
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one time, have long histories and were strongly supported by Al Shanker, first president of the 

AFT (See Phi Delta Kappan, December 1971).  
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 Conducted ten days after the effective implementation date of Workforce Investment Act 

(WIA), the annual JETT-CON held in Albuquerque, New Mexico, was riddled with “hype” for 

both the new WIA and “revolutionary” technology advances.  One of the highlights of the 

conference was the public announcement by Dr. David Alexander, CEO of Cisco Academies 

Institute, that the distance learning software currently used in Cisco Academies in 74 countries 

will be made available “at little or no cost” this fall to nonprofit education and training service 

providers to be used for e-Learning.  The content, owned by Cisco, would be removed from the 

software thus allowing service providers, including Job Corps Centers, to attach content authored 

to meet their needs (and possibly other content providers).  This public statement evoked 

applause and standing ovations from local Work Investment Board, Job Corps, and some service 

provider officials.  Discussions with Job Corps officials from Bronx (New York) and Alaska 

indicated they were planned to take full advantage of the offer.  It can be expected that the Cisco 

e-Learning software configuration will be installed rather quickly in Job Corps Centers and other 

programs shortly after its availability from Cisco.  It is possible that some software publishers 

and content owners will be licensing or developing for e-Learning on the Cisco software 

configuration platform.  This philanthropic “gift” to non-profit service providers is quite different 

from the rationale for the implementation of Cisco Academies in public schools beginning in 

1997.  At that time, Cisco envisioned that the academies would train high school students who 

could provide “first-line trouble shooting” to school-wide area networks and other Cisco 

equipment.   
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 The exhibit floor, which had the largest number of vendors and non-profit “lighthouse” 

programs in JETT-CON’s history, included some of the traditional technology-based programs, 

as well as a large number of new configurations developed for One Stop Centers by firms 

ranging from defense contractors to non-profit community based organizations.  The Invest 

Learning group within CCC demonstrated its “Destinations On-Line” program; Steck-Vaughn 

demonstrated its GED prep program; H&H Inc. displayed its Internet-delivered mathematics 

suite, along with various online assessments of learning styles and habits.  Valpar was 

demonstrating the new Magellan Suite, which includes a variety of assessments along with 

references and links to a number of remedial programs such as Skills Bank.  NCS and SAS, Inc. 

were also exhibiting.  NCS focused upon its assessment system and Enterprise Information 

System, both of which can be used in One Stop Centers.  SAS demonstrated its data warehousing 

capability which could be used as part of a large One Stop Center information system.  However, 

it did not demonstrate its new curriculum that teaches problem-solving skills.  One conclusion 

from the exhibit floor is that most of the vendors were pushing their information processing 

technology which would fit into One Stop Centers. 

 

One new vendor TutorTek.com demonstrated its Intelligent Tutor programs which 

address:  (a) solving word problems; (b) teaching the scientific method; and (c) process writing.  

This suite of programs has been developed by the Air Force Personnel Research Lab in San 

Antonio, in conjunction with University of Texas at San Antonio, and has been tested in more 

than 70 districts and Department of Labor projects -- including Job Corps -- since 1990.  It is one 

of the few successful spinoffs of military training technology to the civilian side.  The Intelligent 

Tutors developed here is one of a limited number of programs, including Carnegie Learning,  

which has entered the marketplace recently. 

 

Most of the vendors demonstrated online One Stop Centers with functionality ranging 

from “recruitment and intake” to “job search”.  Vendors included defense contractors such as 

SAIC and Lockheed Marietta.  A large number of exhibitors were from the Washington, D.C. 

area reflecting efforts by defense-related companies to diversify into the WIA market niche.   

  

The major underlying theme throughout the conference program, and reflected in the 
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exhibit area, was the need to “reskill” the work force and to provide the necessary “skills on 

demand” for specific target populations such as individuals with disabilities and welfare 

recipients.  Approximately two-thirds of the disability community, or approximately 13 million, 

are unemployed.  Through the use of assistive and other technology, many of these individuals 

can be employed in high-demand jobs.  One of the exhibitors, the Rehabilitation Accreditation 

Commission was promoting its services to One Stop Shops in order to help them to become 

certified service providers for the disabled.  While most officials addressed the new mandates of 

the Americans With Disabilities Act, only a limited number of service providers were aware of 

the new IDEA mandates which became effective July 1 and will impact Job Corps and other 

WIA programs.  Many of the speakers pointed to e-Learning as a means of training and reskilling 

these populations as well as the workforce generally.  David Alexander projected that three-

fourths of the work force today needs to be reskilled. 

  

Another major theme was the philosophical difference between WIA and its predecessor, 

JTPA.  The WIA is to be “customer-driven” with implementation left to state and local 

partnerships.  It became evident that this philosophical difference is taking time to communicate 

and to arrive at a consensus because the long-awaited final regulations for WIA implementation 

were not available.  Several DOL officials, however, discussed what is likely to be in the final 

regulations.  One area which was addressed in several sessions related to service providers --- 

their eligibility, the approval process, and the public reporting of service provider options to 

customers, particularly those with Individual Training Accounts (ITA).  Service providers with 

strong performance records meeting local and state criteria will be approved but will have to be 

recertified every year.  Other service providers can receive “tentative” approval, but their 

performance will be scrutinized very carefully after the first year.  The names of the service 

providers that have been approved are available on many WIA state web sites.  A review by a 

consultant group hired by DOL indicated the following states were further along with respect to 

implementation of service provider and reporting mandates:  Michigan, New Jersey, North 

Carolina, Texas, and Pennsylvania.  Many new service providers at the local level appear to be 

reviewing the track records of technology-based solutions in areas related to GED prep, basic 

skills and other academic areas and are planning to include research-based, proven programs in 
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their applications to increase their probability of receiving tentative approval.  Although a limited 

number of states meet most of the WIA accountability mandates and reporting requirements, 

waivers and conditional approvals will be required for most states to meet new WIA performance 

requirements. 

  

Based upon JETT-CON and a review of many DOL and other documents available at the 

conference, there are a number of important implications for subscribers who are targeting the 

WIA niche market.  

  

First, the number of service providers of academic programs can be expected to 

dramatically increase in some regions beyond the traditional JTPA service providers as a result of 

the “customer-driven” nature of the marketplace.  On one hand, providers of technology 

solutions that have demonstrated consistent results in areas such as GED prep, basic skills, 

remediation, adult literacy, etc., should contact prospective service providers under the guise of 

helping them obtain initial eligibility.  On the other hand, TechMIS subscribers could also 

approach the more traditional service providers (such as community-based organizations and 

colleges) with the intent of helping them become more competitive. 

  

Second, because WIA implementation is so state-driven and state policies are evolving, 

state WIA websites should be continually monitored.  For example, marketers should look at 

Governors criteria, beyond minimal Federal criteria, on what constitutes “past performance” in 

order to become eligible as service providers.  Some states have developed offices that provide 

technical assistance and other useful information directly to service providers.  These offices 

could serve as a useful source of credible information dissemination about a firm’s technology-

based solutions.  Most states have developed (or will be developing) means for disseminating 

information about “best practices”.  To the extent possible it would clearly be advantageous to 

have a firm’s product information included as part of an appropriate effective “best practice” 

dissemination effort. 
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 Alabama Update – August 2000 

  

The Alabama legislature appropriated $181 per teacher -- up from $75 per teacher last 

year -- to be used to implement district technology plans.  The Legislature also funded a number 

of staff development efforts including: 

 

 Technology in Motion, which focuses on the basics of technology use; 

 Alabama Generation Why?, in which 23 schools provide technical support for 

students for one semester to learn about technology and then one semester to work 

with teachers in incorporating technology into lessons; and 

 

 Creation of a professional development task force to review license renewal 

requirements for all certificate-holding teachers, including new technology 

requirements. 

 

 

Alabama’s Generation Why? pilot program is modeled after the five-year old Generation 

Why? Technology Innovation Challenge Grant in Washington State, in which middle and high 

school students train teachers to use technology for instruction. 

 

The legislature has also appropriated approximately $30 million to be used for a variety of 

initiatives, including alternative schools for at risk students.   

 

As a result of E-Rate, 63% of all classrooms has Internet access.  The SEA and Intergraph 

Corp. have developed twelve 20-minute webcasts to provide technology-related staff 

development for teachers.  The acting manager of the Office of Technology Initiatives is Lisa 

Woodard, (334/242-9594).   
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Alaska Update – August 2000 
 

 A number of technology-related staff development initiatives are underway including: 

 

 A mentoring program in rural districts involving technology coordinators from urban 

districts, which focuses on technology use in reading, writing and mathematics 

instruction; 

 

 A partnership project with the Early Development Center to pilot test a set of 

assessment tools which can be used by teachers to evaluate the impact of technology 

on teacher and student performance, and another project with SRI International to 

develop an assessment and reporting system to assess the impact of professional 

development on teacher practices; and 

 

 An “implementation grant” to the University of Alaska at Anchorage under the PT³ 

Federal program. 

 

 

The University of Alaska at Fairbanks has been awarded a Technology Innovation 

Challenge Grant to assess infrastructure needs for meeting statewide distance learning initiatives. 

 Contact is Michele DeShaw, (907/465-8703). 
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Arizona Update - August 2000 

 

As noted in the last TechMIS Report, the School Facilities Board is allocating $50 million for 

school districts to purchase approximately 50,000 new computers in classrooms across the state. 

Currently approximately 60,000 modern computers are in Arizona public schools.  Toward the end 

of May, a technology fair was held in the Glendale Civic Center, attended by ten hardware 

manufacturers and other vendors.  Districts will be allowed to purchase computers through “state 

contracts”.  The School Facilities Board Executive Director, Phil Geiger, felt that districts with older 

schools may opt to go with wireless systems to reduce the need for cabling and retrofitting. 

According to E School News (July 2000), the overall goal is to reduce the student:computer ratio to 

8:1. 

 

After the Governor’s $450 million education plan was voted down by the legislature, it 

countered by passing a State referendum which would allow voters to decide the fate of the proposal. 

Under the proposal to be decided by referendum, almost $390 million per year would be spent on K-

12 education with $56 million going to colleges and universities.  Of the $390 million, 40% would 

be used for performance-based pay increases for teachers and a 20% increase in base pay.  The 

remaining funds would be used for class size reduction, training, and tutoring. 

  

The State Board recently adopted a proposed change in the State’s math assessment 

instrument (AIMS) which would limit test questions to materials covered in ninth grade algebra and 

tenth grade geometry, a change which would reduce by 50% the number of items currently on the 

assessment.  Only 11% of students last year passed the math section of the test. 

  

Governor Hull has signed a $20 million increase in funding for “troubled students”, many of 

whom have one or more learning disabilities.  This funding is part of the $100 million tobacco 

industry settlement which Arizona expects to receive each year.   
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Arkansas Update - August 2000 
 

 In June, the State Board of Education adopted a revised Educational Technology Plan which 

includes technology competencies for students and ITSE standards for teachers (see 

http://arkedu.state.ar.us).  The State Board has also revised rules for professional development, 

requiring at least six hours of technology training each year out of the total requirement of 30 hours 

annual training.  The state has partnered with MarcoPolo, supported by MCI, which provides online 

resources and linkages to sites which can be used to train teachers to use the Internet.  The trainer 

model was implemented through one-day workshops at 18 sites this summer.  The 16 Regional 

Education Service Cooperatives are providing technology training using compressed video 

conferencing this summer, initially providing 40 hours of such technology training.  Approximately 

60 schools are projected to enroll this fall in the distance learning and technology classes in Spanish 

and calculus, programs facilitated by the Arkansas School for Math and Science.  A contact is 

Charles Watson, (501/682-4474). 

 

Governor Huckabee’s proposal of a 4.5% increase in K-12 funding has been approved, and 

provides an additional $20 million for special education, bringing the total to $250 million in State 

funds.  Mentoring will be a big priority, as experienced teachers will be given stipends of a $1,000 

for mentoring other teachers in their schools.  Any teacher receiving national awards for professional 

teacher certification will also receive a $1,000 bonus for each of ten years for which they receive the 

certificates. 

 

http://arkedu.state.ar.us/
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California Update - August 2000 
 

 On June 30 Governor Gray signed into law the “final” State budget which includes the  

 

following final appropriations for technology, instruction materials, and related programs:  

 

 $182 million for the final year of the Digital High School Program; 

 

 $175 million to provide online advanced placement courses for schools without such 

capabilities and to increase the number of computers in grades 9-12 with appropriate 

software instructional materials; 

 

 $245 million for the Education Technology/Deferred Maintenance block grant -- 

about $41 per student -- which can be used for training, connectivity and deferred 

maintenance; 

 

 $25 million for staff development and an additional $6.5 million for summer 

institutes, to be conducted by the California State University System, which will 

focus on integration of technology into the new standards-based curriculum; 

 

 $32 million to the University of California to link university schools and County 

Offices of Education; 

 

 $180 million for School Site block grants, about $25 per student; School Site 

Councils have to decide how the money will be spent by May 1, 2000, or they will be 

returned to the state; allowable uses are training, hardware, software, wiring, tutoring 

services and other reoccuring costs; 

 

 $164 million for regular instructional materials fund of which 70% can be used for 

purchasing state adopted materials and the remainder for non-adopted materials; and 

 

 $250 million for state adopted instructional materials. 

 

 

Governor Davis has also signed into law a $1.8 billion Discretionary Fund to compensate 

for previous withholdings from districts by the legislature.  Such funds are likely to be used to 

raise teachers’ salaries, although the districts have total discretion.  Another $1.1 billion is to be 

used specifically to raise teachers’ salaries.  Also included in the final appropriation is $102 

million to expand summer school and before- and after-school instructional programs, and a 

package of $670 million to be used as incentives to reward schools and school employees for 
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high student performance on State tests. 

 

A recent study of the effects of class size reduction on student test scores, conducted by a 

number of independent groups, has found that class size reduction has had some effect on student 

performance but it is too small to bring California up to the national average any time in the near 

future.  Class size reduction efforts, in its fourth year, has cost the State $4 billion. 

 

 Having been the focus of four USED audit exceptions over the last few years, the 

California Department of Education’s Office of Special Education Programs is likely to come 

under fire once again as a result of a budget cut which prohibits hiring new staff members to 

monitor special education programs at the district level.  Of the $3 billion spent on special 

education in the State, about 17% is Federal funds, which once again could be in jeopardy if 

audit exceptions are found. 
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Colorado Update - August 2000 

 
The Denver Pay for Performance pilot initiative is entering its second year with 342 

elementary teachers in 12 elementary schools possibly receiving  bonuses of $1,500 over a two-year 

period depending upon how well their students perform.  The Denver pilot is based upon three types 

of measures in addition to student achievement increases:  standardized test scores, teacher-made 

assessments, and the degree to which teachers have acquired new knowledge and skills.  The pilot 

program was supported by the Denver School Board and the local teachers’ association.  At the 

national level, delegates at NEA’s annual convention in July voted down a proposal in which it 

would support “pay based on performance” approaches. 

 

 The State Supreme Court has rejected the proposed wording of a ballot item which would 

replace bilingual education with English emersion programs; hence the voters will not have the 

chance to vote on this referendum item this November.  However, a group called One Nation 

Indivisible is spearheading an effort to obtain enough signatures to put the item on the ballot in 2002. 

  

 Similar to the Denver Pay for Performance pilot program, the Douglas County (Colorado) 

School District recently signed an agreement with the local teachers’ association which would allow 

part of teacher bonuses to be based on students achievement.  Currently teachers are evaluated only 

on the basis of demonstrated skills and knowledge. 

 

 A number of technology-related staff development efforts are underway, including: 

 $1.2 million in grants to school districts from the Colorado Institute of Technology, a 

high-tech university coalition; 

 

 PT³ grants to universities and teacher preparation colleges throughout the State; 

 

 the use of all the Technology Literacy Challenge Funds for professional develoment 

and instruction through distance-learning which will go to districts, BOCES and 

regional professional development centers; 

 

 MathStar, a consortium involving New Mexico and California, to train middle school 

teachers in geometry and algebra instruction.   
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The State has adopted teacher education standards requiring staff to know how to use 

technology in the classroom and in libraries.  Approximately $2 million will be provided to the 

school, public, and academic libraries to be used, for among other purposes, purchasing 

electronic information and online resources.  A contact is Nancy Bolt, Deputy State Librarian, 

who is very active in ensuring that all libraries in the state participate in the E-Rate program, 

(303/866-6733). 
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Connecticut Update - August 2000 

 

The overall K12 budget will be $1.84 billion next year reflecting a 4% increase during the 

second year of the biennium budget; $4 million has been allocated to high-poverty schools in which 

students score low on State assessments; $1 million will be allocated to extended learning programs 

in economically distressed school districts.  The budget includes $20 million for connectivity to 

Internet which is higher than the $10 million carryover from the previous year’s budget; last year’s 

budget had no such funds.  Per pupil allocations for charter schools increased from $6,500 to $7,000. 
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Delaware Update - August 2000 

 

 A $1 million Technology Block Grant will be used to provide a continuing source of funds 

for maintaining and replacing computers, including allowing schools to hire full-time technology 

positions or to contract for such maintenance and support services.  Funding will be based on a per-

pupil cost with each district guaranteed a minimum amount.  The Delaware Center for Education, 

which will administer the $1 million grant, also provides dial-in access to the Delaware Education 

Network for all teachers and staff for $25 per year.  Contact continues to be Wayne Hartschuh, 

(302/739-4692). 

 

 The FY 2000 K-12 budget will experience an 8% increase -- up to $720 million -- of which 

about $3 million will be used to implement the new Educator Accountability System passed earlier 

this year.  Some of these funds will be used to create a three-tiered certification schedule for 

Delaware teachers.  Approximately $2 million will be used for teacher training to implement the new 

Educator Accountability Act.  Slightly over $1 million will be used by districts to hire reading 

specialists in all districts and to train teachers in reading instruction. 
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Florida Update – August 2000 

 

The Florida Department of Education announced that the “failing schools” involved in the 

1999 act creating the Vouchers Demonstration, as well as other schools rated F, had increased 

students achievement over the last year to such an extent that there is no need to provide vouchers 

worth $4,000.00 for parents.  As a result, the vouchers program will not be expanded to additional 

“failing schools” for the next year.  However, for special education students in certain districts the 

voucher program will continue.  During the previous year, 76 schools were graded “F” for two of the 

last four years and would have otherwise qualified for vouchers had not their performances 

improved.  Overall, student scores on the Florida Comprehensive Assessment Test administered in 

grades 4, 5, 8 and 10, were higher than in previous years and only 7% of elementary schools 

experienced lower scores this last year.  Governor Jeb Bush’s accountability plan provides school 

awards up to $100 per student for schools whose students scores increase by at least one grade level. 

 State officials estimate that the $60 million budgeted for incentives will not be enough to cover all 

of the potential rewards. 

 

The final K-12 budget includes a 13% increase to $663 million in “supplemental funding” 

which can be used to pay for tutoring, extended learning and other programs at the discretion of the 

district.  The overall K-12 budget is increased by 8% to $9.5 billion. 

 

 The legislature has authorized $62.4 million to be distributed to districts (based on 

enrollment) to expand technology usage.  Approximately 30 grants will be awarded under the current 

round of TLCF funding and will be announced on the Web site www.doe.firn.edu/edtech. 

 

 Approximately $5.5 million over three years has been provided to the State by the Bill and 

Melinda Gates Foundation to provide leadership development for principals and superintendents. 

The focus will be upon knowledge and skills needed by administrators to use technology to improve 

student learning.  Strategies include mentoring, electronic support, and training of trainers.  The 

contact is Suzanne Martin, (850/488-0980). 

 

http://www.doe.firn.edu/edtech
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 Governor Bush and the Secretary of Education recently approved Volusia County schools to 

become the first public charter school district in the State; this will free the district from a variety of 

State regulations in return for the district accepting greater accountability for student performance 

(e.g., no school will receive an F rating this year based on test scores and by 2003 no school will 

receive anything less than a B rating).  Additional benchmarks include increasing the district’s 

graduation rates.  The three-year contract will be reviewed annually with a required annual progress 

report in July.  Other schools in the State being considered for approval are Hillsborough and 

Sarasota Counties. 
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Indiana Update – August 2000 

 

The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation has provided $1.8 million to the SEA to provide 

education leadership programs for over 1,200 administrators.  The focus will be on whole systems 

change using technology and will be tied to current State education reform efforts, including new 

accountability provisions of Public Law 221.  Last spring, Gov. O’Bannon initiated a pilot program 

using the TECH Fund, which will provide grants to companies to train information technology 

workers to fill 4,500 job openings in the State. 

 

 The new Indiana Assessment System of Education Proficiencies will be used for 

assessing special education students and will allow student progress to be reported by combining 

school work, personal interviews, video and audio clips and rating surveys in the form of 

electronic portfolios. By mid-June other states, such as Illinois, Massachusetts, Nevada, New 

Hampshire, New York, Rhode Island, South Carolina and Washington, had expressed interest in 

having the Indiana test customized for their states by the developer, Purdue University’s 

Department of Educational Studies.  The instrument can assess more than 1,000 essential skills.  

It requires a laptop computer, an Intel camera and a digital scanner.  The cost for a teacher to 

implement the system is approximately $3,000; it is likely that, over time, many more states will 

adopt and customize this Indiana alternative assessment model for special education students.  

The contact is the State Director of Special Education, Robert Marra (317/232-0570). 

 

Parents of a student with physical disabilities have filed a lawsuit so that their child does not 

have to pass the state exam required for high school graduation; the Court of Appeals rejected the 

request by the SEA to dismiss the suit.  If the lawsuit is upheld, then students with disabilities could 

be exempted from exit exams, which would be in direct conflict with new IDEA provisions.  
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Iowa Update – August 2000 
 

 The State’s K-12 budget for 2001 will increase 5% to $1.9 billion.  Approximately $50 million 

will be used by districts, on a matching basis, to help schools meet new health, fire and other codes 

over the next three years; $7 million has been appropriated to provide remedial instruction and 

support for at-risk high school students who have fallen behind their peers.  An early intervention 

program will be allocated $10 million, some of which will be used to reduce class size.  The 

legislature, however, did not pass proposals to increase the number of charter schools and to end 

social promotion.   
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Kentucky Update – August 2000 

 

 Under the Kentucky Education Technology System (KETS), about 2/3 of the $620 million 

multiyear plan has been expended to achieve a number of goals, including technology integration 

across the curriculum, ongoing professional development for teachers, extensive telecommunications 

infrastructure, and state licenses and volume discount purchasing.  The current ratio of computers to 

students is 1 to 6.4, with almost all teachers having access to a computer.  About half of the districts 

have interactive video and 90% of classrooms have network access, while 30% of classrooms have 

3-6 computers.  Ninety percent of schools have high-speed online access.  Kentucky was one of the 

first and largest beneficiaries of the E-Rate discount program; as a result of State policies, the 

amount of technology funding leveraged by the E-Rate was more than a $1 to $1 match. David 

Couch is the responsible Associate Commissioner, (502/564-2020). 
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Louisiana Update – August 2000 
 

 The Computers for Louisiana’s Kids (CLK) program is part of the governor’s School to Work 

initiative in which school districts conduct computer repair and recycling academies designed to 

provide students with marketable skills.  Donated computers are tested and recycled.  Over the last 

year more than 2,000 computers have been placed in classrooms. 

 

 The SEA has partnered with the MarcoPolo project to provide teachers with Internet-related 

training.  It has also partnered with ThinkQuest to help students communicate with peers across the 

world.  The SEA has announced a new K-12 Online Database which includes various online 

resources, including subscription-based products from World Book and the Gale Group.   

 

 Over the last two years, nine regional Teaching, Learning, and Technology centers have been 

funded under TLCF grants to provide technology training to their respective parishes; these centers 

also work with the SEA in implementing the Louisiana INTECH K-6 and 7-12 professional 

development projects that include technical support courses.  A contact is Dr. Carol Whelan, 

Assistant Superintendent, Office of Quality Educators, (225/763-5575). 

 

 The K-12 budget for FY 2001 will likely result in a 1% cut in total spending.  However, a 

referendum will be held this fall which should result in voters supporting an additional $200 million, 

most of which would go to teacher salary increases.  The State accountability program which 

includes remedial education, summer school and early intervention, will be funded at $12 million, 

down significantly from $30 million last year.  The $20 million K-3 reading and math initiative will 

also be cut to $14 million.  In the past when the State budget had a shortfall, a special session of the 

legislature had been called to tap into State oil and gas revenues for “one-time” spending to make up 

shortfalls.  It is not clear whether this is going to happen in Louisiana for next school year.  Such 

action usually occurs in January or February.  
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Maine Update – August 2000 
 

 Representing a 10% increase for FY 2001, $75 million has been added to the second year of 

the biennium budget.  While the Governor’s proposal to spend $50 million for purchasing laptop 

computers for every seventh grader failed, an additional $30 million is likely to be appropriated to 

provide student access to computers and the Internet.  A commission has been created to recommend 

specific components of this initiative.  $27 million has also been allocated to a revolving loan fund 

which can be used for school modernization and construction. 
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Maryland Update – August 2000 

 

 The University of Maryland College of Arts and Humanities has created an institute to help 

faculty and university scholars use information technology in their research and teaching.  It also 

conducts institutes for K-12 arts and humanities teachers. 

 

 Under the Maryland Electronic Learning Community, middle and high school curricula are 

being redesigned to include digitized video/audio clips, images, and text which can be shared with 

teachers and used in web-based lesson plans.   

 

 The Tek.Xam Pilot is an assessment tool to measure a student’s ability to use technical tools 

to solve problems.  The University of Maryland is administering Tek.Xam, particularly to liberal arts 

graduates. 

 

 Under a fourth year of TLCF funding, $5.2 million was made available to schools which had 

the highest priority technology needs. 

 

 A ten-step process for school improvement and instructional practices that are linked to 

student learning outcomes and goals, has been developed by the SEA; tools for collecting and 

analyzing data are available at http://www.mdk12.org.  The 1999 Maryland School Performance 

Report is also available at the MSDE Web site and includes data at the school level.  The SEA 

recently released results of its survey provided in the form of an inventory of technology resources in 

public schools which is available at http://msde.aws.com. 

 

 

 

http://www.mdk12.org/
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Massachusetts Update – August 2000 

 

Updated district and State education technology plans are being approved by the SEA.  

Districts are projected to have a 1:5 computer student ratio by 2003 with all classes connected to 

the Internet; funding for 1.5 FTE per school is being provided per school to be used for technical 

and administrative reporting purposes.   

 

The Virtual Education Space (VES) is an online curriculum and instructional environment 

developed by a district consortium which is creating a common set of public school tools for VES 

students and parents.  Bell Atlantic has provided grants to 19 schools and groups under EdLink 

whereby students and teachers receive training about technology integration through EdLink 

scholarships. 

  

 In mid-July, the legislature, as expected, voted to repeal the “maximum feasible benefit” 

standard for special education services arguing that the lower Federal standard of a “free 

appropriate public education” for students with disabilities would be strong enough.  As noted in 

the last TechMIS report, this new ruling could free up, according to reports by McKinsey and 

Co., approximately $125 million by reducing special education enrollments and $37 million in 

SEA monitoring and related costs.  Currently 17% of all students are designated as having 

learning and other disabilities, the highest percentage of all states. 
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Michigan Update – August 2000 
  

The Michigan Technology Improvement Plan (now in its fourth year of funding under the 

TLCF Grant Program) will fund four new centers whose goals are to: 

 gather, analyze and synthesize information related to effective technology integration; 

 

 establish a dissemination clearinghouse to provide up to date information on products 

and practices related to information technology and education; 

 

 coordinate and promote professional development opportunities; and 

 

 expand district capacity for using technology. 

 

In addition to the four new centers, 115 school districts or charter schools received a portion 

of the $13 million TLCF fourth-year grant.  In May, Governor Engler announced the creation of 

SCOPE which is a program to provide school staff with an Internet resource tool to plan lessons and 

activities that are tied to State content standards.  The Michigan contact continues to be Lucian 

Parshall (517/373-4333). 

 

For additional information on Michigan grants and centers under TLCF go to 

www.state.mi.us/mde/money/grants/tlcf. 

 

The American Civil Liberties Union has filed a lawsuit arguing that the State scholarship 

program which provides up to $2,500 per student to cover tuition in a Michigan University 

discriminates against poor and minority students.  The suit argues that the State must take into 

account factors other than student performance on the 11
th

 grade Michigan Education Assessment 

Program tests.  Over a decade ago, a Federal Judge in New York State ruled that the use of SAT 

scores in awarding State scholarships discriminated against girls. 

 

The Michigan Department of Education will be administering to approximately 15% of 

special education students in the State, an alternative series of instruments rather than having the 

students take the Michigan Education Assessment Program exams.  The alternative tests assess 

http://www.stape.mi.us/______/money/grants/tlcf
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knowledge and skills such as applying skills to mathematics problems.  Approximately 85% of 

special education students will take the standard MEAP test.   
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Montana Update – August 2000 
 

 The FY 2001 K-12 budget is $502 million representing a 3% increase; $13 million will be 

allocated to districts (for pupil expenditures) while $200,000 will be spent on continuing the State’s 

implementation of standards-based assessment and professional development.  It is anticipated that 

an additional $400,000 will be contracted with a group to align the State assessment and the State 

standards. 
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Nebraska Update – August 2000 

 

 Under the $1.8 million PT³ program, all 17 Nebraska teacher training institutions will 

participate in technology integration training; the SEA is proposing to have the ISTE student 

technology competencies adopted by the State by this fall.  The competencies for school 

administrators will be finalized for adoption by the Nebraska School Administrative Association. 

Initiatives are currently underway to merge technology planning with school improvement 

planning and to infuse technology into curriculum aligned to State standards.  The University of 

Nebraska, Omaha, is conducting a study of teacher and student use of technology and will 

attempt to rank the effectiveness of this use among districts. 

 

The Nebraska Information Technology Commission has completed its needs assessments 

which will become the basis of a Request for Proposal for telecommunications carriers to submit 

bids on the development of a statewide telecommunications backbone, projected to be operating 

within one year.  A contact with the SEA is Dean Bergman (402/471-5023).   

 

The legislature has loosened up its accountability and assessment system, created last year, by 

allowing districts to choose their own reading and math tests rather than requiring use of State 

assessments.  The State writing exams will be administered by districts.  Most of the State exams 

will be locally-developed tests that appear to be valid and reliable.   

 

The legislature also lifted the cap on special education funding by increasing district 

reimbursement for providing special education services.  A study of the possibility of statewide use 

of merit pay is also planned.   
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New Hampshire Update – August 2000  
 

A three-year PT³ recent grant involves 42 partners and 14 teacher preparation institutions 

who will be restructuring their teacher preparation programs to include technology integration.  A 

new teacher certification area for technology became effective about a year ago and a Certification 

Task Force is currently revising professional education standards for all teachers, which will include 

references to technology use.  The New Hampshire Educators Online (NHCON website) provides 

teachers with opportunities for sharing their practices.  All TLCF grantees must submit two lesson 

plans into the online resource library.  Under the Computers in Schools Program, districts can apply 

for funds through the State website. 

 

Technology is one of six resources that can be used under the Best School Initiative to 

connect high schools with communities.  More detailed information on all of the above is available 

through the NHDOE website, www.ed.state.nh.us.  Cathy Higgins continues to be the key education 

technology consultant and PT³ Project Director (603/271-2453). 

 

The K-12 budget has been slightly increased to $887 million in the second year of the 

biennium budget to account for enrollment increases.  A new commission has been mandated to 

address the State’s school finance situation which has been in and out of the courts over the last 

decade.  The commission will be making recommendations in December.  Legislative proposals 

mandating school improvement and accountability plans were not passed by the legislature.  It did, 

however, set aside $100,000 to expand alternative kindergarten programs for poor children. 

http://www.ed.state.nh.us/
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New Jersey Update – August 2000 

 

Results from the second statewide school-based technology survey conducted by the SEA 

indicate that 98% of public schools have at least one Internet connection; 83% have T-1 or higher 

Internet connections; 25% have students participating in interactive event-based Internet activities. 

The student:multimedia computer ratio is 5:1, which is among the best in the country.  More detailed 

information is on the State website, www.nj.us/njdeb/techno/survey/results/2000.  

 

 In 1997, Somerset County and Englewood, Clifton and Franklin townships filed a lawsuit 

arguing that the State’s charter school law program (1995) violates the equal protection and due 

process rights of public schools by taking money away from public schools to support charter 

schools.  In July, the New Jersey State Supreme Court overruled the plaintiffs and stated that the 

1995 law is constitutional as long as a “thorough and efficient” system in education in New 

Jersey is not violated by providing such funds to charter schools.  The State currently has 46 

charter schools with a total enrollment of 9,000 students.  Twenty more charter schools are likely 

to be added in the immediate future.   
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New Mexico Update – August 2000 
 

The legislature has appropriated $500,000 to establish the New Mexico Virtual School.  

When fully operational (it could begin January 2001), it will offer students in grades K-12 

learning opportunities via the Internet, video conferencing and satellite downlinks.  For the most 

part, initial offerings will include courses which are normally not available to rural, isolated, or in 

some cases, urban districts.   

 

Under the TLCF fourth round, 47 grantees received a total of $3.2 million which will be used 

for professional development, computer hardware and infrastructure, Internet connectivity and 

developing curriculum resources. 

 

Consisting of students, teachers, technology coordinators and administrators, the New 

Mexico Council on Technology and Education has been created to advise the State Board of 

Education and the New Mexico legislature.  The State Technology and Learning Conference will be 

held on November 10-11 at Rio Rancho Public Schools and will address teaching and learning across 

the curriculum. 

 

Advanced Placement (AP) programs, now available via distance learning, are subsidized 

under the Federal grant for training teachers and providing online fees for students enrolled in AP 

classes.  The Native Education Technology Consortia (NETC) helps teachers to instruct Navajo 

children in technology use. 

 

For a relatively small State, the SEA, as well as its districts and consortia, has, over the last 

two years, received a disproportionately large number of Federal grants, many of which focus on 

staff development.  The new base funding is $3,750 per pupil across 89 public school districts.  As 

noted in the last TechMIS State Profile, beginning on July 1 a new equity-based formula is being 

used to allocate approximately $5 million of funds to districts.  For more information on the above, 

as well as additional partnerships, contact Steven Sanchez, SEA Director (505/827-3644) or go to the 

SEA website at http://sde.state.nm.us.. 
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The State Board of Education has passed a system for ranking schools and districts from 

“exemplary” to “probationary”.  Two-thirds of the ranking will be based on test scores and the 

remainder on drop-out and attendance rates.  Districts on a probationary status have two years to 

adopt a State-mandated change in curriculum and other activities; and if after that time they do not 

move up from their “probationary status”, they can be “taken over” by the State. 
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New York Update – August 2000 
  

The K-12 budget will increase 8.8% up to $13.6 billion for FY 2000 which includes: 

 an additional $140 million -- for a total of $225 -- million to expand pre-K education; 

 

 $140 million for reducing class size; 

 

 an increase of $228 million -- for a total of $1.2 billion -- for “Building Aid” which 

can be used to purchase hardware, network configurations, and infrastructure; 

 

 $25 million for incentives to attract teachers in shortage areas and for bonuses for 

being certified. 

 

 In June, the New York City Board of Education approved a new initiative to mainstream 

a larger portion of the city’s 140,000 students with disabilities over the next five years.  It also 

will likely reduce the number of children who are placed in special education programs.  Students 

would be placed in regular classrooms based on age and academic ability.  Currently, about half 

of the students with disabilities spend most or all their time in separate classrooms.   

 

 The State Board of Education will allocate approximately $25 million appropriated by the 

legislature to allow teachers an “alternative route” to being certified to teach in the State’s public 

schools.  Under this alternative route, potential teachers must have degrees in subjects they plan to 

teach and have B averages.  Many may have to sign up for college programs offering mentoring and 

eventually education degrees.  Teachers without regular licenses would have to take at least 200 

hours of training before they began teaching.  This action by the State Board was considered to be 

necessary because the State had threatened to file suit against New York City’s Superintendent, 

Harold Levy, who had planned to continue using unlicensed teachers in low-performing NYC 

schools.   

 

 The Model Schools Coordinators, a network that oversees technology use across the State, 

now includes Institutions of Higher Education, and has created a directory of teacher integration 

experts to serve as trainers of trainers, this summer.  The State DOE continues to place a high 

priority on implementation of State standards and aligned State assessment.  Teachers who produce 
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lessons that are correlated to such standards and assessments domains can submit them to the New 

York State Peer review, which is held in March.  Teachers with adopted lessons are recognized as 

members of the New York State Academy for Teaching and Learning.  About 20 teachers are so 

identified each year.  For more information go to http://www.nysed.gov.  Also available at this site 

are technology based lesson plans, which are also available for use throughout the State.  The contact 

continues to be Lynn Reuss (518/474-5922). 

 

The Superintendent of New York City Public Schools is seeking ways to ensure that more of 

the 6,500 students in grades 3-8 and 150,000 high school students who were supposed to enroll in 

summer school this year actually attend classes.  At the various levels, only 50-70% of the students 

are coming to classes regularly. 

  

http://www.nysed.gov/
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North Carolina Update – June 2000 

 

 In June, the North Carolina legislature unexpectedly approved an additional $5 million 

for nonreoccuring appropriations for the School Technology Trust Fund which increases the total 

amount to $15 million this year.  For the first time, the Trust Fund includes a provision for low-

wealth districts to use such funds to hire computer technicians as an allowable cost.  The State’s 

five-year technology plan has been revised and is available at the SEA website. 

 

 The NCWISE student information system, as noted in the last TechMIS update, began 

implementation of pilot projects in July at 18 schools and three central offices.  These tools are 

designed to help with student classroom management and instructional management.  Statewide 

implementation, in coordination with Price Waterhouse Coopers, is scheduled for February 2001. 

NCWIN, an e-Learning system, is providing basic skills technology courses for teachers and 

other school employees.  Over 120 courses will be provided for a single annual fee for as many 

courses as an individual completes.  NCWIN is available on the web initiative NCWISEOWL 

and can be used to help teachers receive 3-5 hours of required technology training for 

certification every five years.  The Governor has also been able to get the legislature to set aside 

$500,000 for the Student School Networking Grant which can be used by districts for purchasing 

hardware for network integration of technology in the curriculum.  The primary contact is 

Frances Bradburn (919/715-1528). 

 

 A survey conducted by the North Carolina Association of Educators found that 57% of 

teachers and 46% of administrators are in favor of doing away with the highly-touted North Carolina 

Accountability Program referred to as the ABCs of Public Education.  Under this initiative, high-

stakes testing is reinforced by cash bonuses, as well as sanctions, to teachers and schools whose 

student performance increases significantly.  The survey found that most of the respondents felt that 

high stakes decisions based on results of one test is “unfair and unproductive”. 

 

State Superintendent Ward has proposed a plan which would attempt to reduce the 

achievement gap between minority and white students. This is part of the State’s $100 million 
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proposal related to accountability which was initiated three years ago.  The State Board has also 

adopted recommendations to establish a pilot program that would reward schools based on whether 

test scores were improving for every ethnic and social economic group.  In addition to State funds, 

approximately $4 million of Federal funds will be used to support this initiative.  

 

.
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 Ohio Update – August 2000 

 

Under the SchoolNet Plus Program, more than 150,000 interactive multimedia computers 

for grades K-4 have been installed since 1996 at a cost of over $480 million.  According to a 

recent MDR survey, Ohio ranks third best in the nation in the student to multimedia ratio of 

about 7.4:1; in 1996 it was ranked 46th. 

 

 Ohio SchoolNet has gathered survey data from 52,000 teachers, 3,200 schools and 550 

districts on technology infrastructure and use.  These findings will be used to support future 

technology planning.  Under Ohio SchoolNet TeleCommunity, funded at $26 million, more than 

60 grants have been awarded to over 510 public school districts and 58 state chartered private 

and parochial schools to deploy a two-way fully interactive distance learning capability. 

 

The $24 million interactive video distance learning pilot project is being implemented and 

provides students and teachers access to Internet resources through an ATM network for audio and 

video transmission.   

 

Earlier this summer, ONEnet Ohio was providing upgrades to Ohio schools linking all public 

school classrooms to each other and the Internet. 
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Oregon Update – August 2000 
 

Beginning in the fall of 2001, the State Board has modified the State assessment schedule by 

extending third grade writing tests to the fall of the fourth and fifth grade science tests to the fall of 

the sixth grade in order to reduce testing burdens on students.  The Board also voted to allow 

students to earn a Certificate of Initial Mastery (CIM) at any time during grades 9-12 beginning with 

the class of 2001.  To earn CIM students must pass State tests in writing, English, math, and science 

and also complete eight classroom work samples.  Students could graduate with a CIM in any subject 

to demonstrate potential employers their capabilities. 

 

The overall K-12 budget will increase almost 4%, to $2.4 billion for the second year of the 

biennium; districts will be receiving $25 million in fees from US West in exchange for de-regulation 

of its profit margin.  These funds can be used to purchase telecommunication services, hardware and 

other items.  This initiative, known as the Oregon E-Rate program, differs from the Federal E-Rate 

initiative in terms of what products and services are allowable.  Detailed information on this 

initiative is on the Oregon SCA website.  In November, a ballot item that would mandate the 

legislature to adequately and equally fund education in order to meet State goals and make it easier 

for local districts to impose “local option” coffee tax increases. 
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Pennsylvania Update – August 2000 
 

In midsummer, Education Secretary Hickock announced grant awards to 49 school districts 

totaling $16.8 million under Round 4 of the Federal Technology Literacy Challenge Fund.  In 

addition to school districts, libraries, vocational schools and charter schools were also awarded 

TLCF grants all to be used for professional development and classroom instruction.  

 

Governor Ridge has included the following in his proposed FY 2001 budget, which would 

total $6 billion for K-12:  

 

 A doubling of the amount of funds (to $34 million) to provide awards to high 

performance schools; 

 

 $25 million to continue the K-3 Read-to-Succeed program to increase reading scores; 

and 

 

 $20 million for school improvement for low-performance schools which are willing 

to contract out for services or create charter school vouchers. 

 

The legislature passed an initiative to increase State special education funding by nearly $64 

million for a total of $783 million; the total percentage increase over last year for state special 

education funds will be almost 9%.  Most of the funding increase will go to low-wealth districts that 

have significant numbers of students with disabilities.  Some districts will receive up to a 30% 

increase. 
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Rhode Island Update – August 2000 
 

Overall, the K-12 budget will increase almost 8% to $665 million for FY 2001.  Four 

million dollars will be allocated to Providence for intervention programs following an agreement 

between the district and the State which holds the district more accountable for student 

performance in return for receiving additional funding.  Funds for charter schools will almost 

double to $4 million and (similar to the Abbott district allocations in New Jersey, but at a lower 

level), approximately $7.5 million will be allocated to low-wealth districts as part of an 

equalization initiative. 
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South Dakota Update – August 2000 

 

Governor Janklow has directed that $1.2 million be provided to faculty members in six 

state universities to encourage them to improve their skills and curriculum because through the 

use of computers in teaching (referred to as the Teaching with Technology program).  A key 

contact in South Dakota is Jim Parry, Director TIE, (605/394-1876). 

 

The FY 2001 K-12 budget will increase 5.7% to $306 million.  It sets aside $1.1 million for a 

new reading program in grades one and two and $500,000 for developing and administering 

criterion-referenced tests.  Districts will no longer  be able to transfer funds from general funding 

categories to capital outlays; the exception is the transfer of Federal funds. 
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Tennessee Update – August 2000 

 

The SEA continues its major teacher professional development efforts in which over 6,000 

teachers have developed units of instruction on websites.  Specific student learning gaps have been 

identified and rubrics for evaluation have been developed for teaching students.  Data are being 

gathered and eventually will be used to compare student performance using standardized tests for 

those teachers and students participating in the project with those who are not.  Approximately 

125,000 computers are now connected to the Internet with a ratio of one computer per seven 

students; 82% of classrooms are wired.  The Tennessee contact is Jackie Shrago, Project Director 

ConnecTen (615/532-1239). 
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Texas Update – August 2000 

 

 The TEA Proclamation 2001 for adopting instruction materials to be available in 2004-5 

addresses technology applications for grades K-12, which is an extension of current computer 

literacy at the middle school level and computer science at the high school level.  The 

Proclamation calls for creating, accessing, manipulating, utilizing, communicating and 

publishing information during the learning process and is built on the assumption that students 

acquire technology skills on a continuum.   

 

 Technology Applications (TEKS), clustered in grades K-2, 3-5, and 6-8, and in eight high 

school courses, include web mastering and video technology.  It is intended that technology skills 

be addressed in all curriculum areas. 

 

 The State Board for Educator Certification (SBEC) adopted new certification standards in 

May, 2000.  One new standard is “technology applications” for grades early childhood-3 and 

grades 4-8.  Higher grade level applications are currently under development. 

 

 During the fourth round of TLCF funds, $33 million was allocated to 25 school districts 

and consortia to promote online curriculum delivery, distance learning, technology-related 

professional development, enhanced administration operation and other activities to increase 

student performance.  Some of the consortia include business and community partners as well as 

colleges and universities.  The Federal TLCF funds are referred to as Technology in Education. 

TIE-funded grantees are available on the TEA website, http://www.tea.state.tx.us/technology.   

 

 The Texas Library Connection provides access for over 4,000 campuses to an interlibrary 

loan inventory of over four million books, videos and computer software programs.  Campuses 

also can access Brittanica online and Intermediate Encyclopedia Brittanica as well as the Gale 

Group’s 2,000+ magazines, journals, etc.  A database of Hispanic magazines and references is 

also available valued at $20,000 per campus.  Access is allowed at no charge to participating 
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campuses.  The primary technology contact in the TEA today is Robert Leos, Senior Director, 

Textbook Administration (512/463-9603).  Texas is one of the first states to allow electronic 

media to be adopted under its textbook adoption program and funding source.   

 

 The State Board of Education recently mandated geometry, biology, chemistry and physics 

courses to be taken; students must pass tests in these areas in grade 11 if they are to graduate.  The 

courses are mandated for entering ninth grade students who will be tested in 2004.  Previously 

students had to take two high school science courses with only one of them being chemistry, biology 

or physics.  
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Vermont Update – August 2000 

 

 A partnership with Bell Atlantic and other independent telecommunication providers will 

ensure that all high schools will be connected by the end of the two-year “phase in”.  The 

network is based upon T1 ATM connectivity to each high school and multipoint conferencing 

which will support data selection and video streaming.  Plans are also underway to partner with 

some colleges and universities.  As soon as the technical design is completed, the network will 

address content to be delivered online.  A contact is Philip Hyjek, School Information 

Technology Specialist, Vermont Institute for Science, Math and Technology (802/828-0063). 

  

Vermont’s K-12 budget will increase 5.5% to $880 million for FY 2001.  State special 

education funding will increase almost $10 million to $56 million.  Slightly over $1 million will be 

allocated for the creation of State cost control measures to ensure special education costs do not 

exceed planned increases through 2004.  The legislature will periodically review State funding for 

special education programs.   
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Virginia Update – August 2000 

 

Dr. Jo Lynne DeMary has been appointed as the new State Superintendent for Public 

Instruction and is the first woman to hold that position.  On May 24, the Virginia Board of 

Education adopted computer/technology Standards of Learning (SOLs) which are to be 

demonstrated at the end of grade 12.  Similar standards now must be met at the end of grades 5 

and 8; students who were tested in grades 5 and 8 will not be tested on standards at the end of 

grade 12 currently. 

 

The legislature has appropriated $125 million which will: 

 support development and field testing of new Standards of Learning test items 

 

 implement a state-wide web-based testing system and interactive remedial program in 

high schools 

 

 report test results in electronic format to allow for greater detail in analysis of 

learning problems 

 

Under the fourth round of Technology Literacy Challenge Fund programs, $5.8 million 

has been allocated to 110 school divisions that demonstrate the highest technology needs.  

Priorities include creative approaches to providing technology training for all staff and parents, 

purchase of computers for teacher loan programs, and software for training.  All of the above 

information is available in greater detail at the Virginia website, 

www.ten.k12.va.us/vdoe/technology.  The Assistant Superintendent for Technology is Lan 

Neugent (804/786-2260). 

 

 The State Board voted in July to relax graduation requirements related to the Standards of 

Learning which would allow a student, who did not pass six of the State’s 11 high school SOL 

exams, to be able to take and pass an alternative standardized test to graduate.  Some of the 

alternative tests are Advanced Placement, International Baccalaureate and SAT-II exams.  The Board 

also decided to allow students with disabilities (approximately 160,000 or 13.5% of total State 

http://www.ten.k12.va.us/zboe/technology
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enrollment) to receive a modified standard diploma without requiring passage of any of the SOL 

tests.  However, students with disabilities have to pass 20 high school courses, including four years 

of English, three years of math, two years of science and two years history. 
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Washington Update – August 2000 

 

 The State legislature last year passed a bill, currently being implemented, which provides 

computers to the Department of Corrections where inmates refurbish them and then, under the 

Computers 4 Kids, provides them to schools.  The State has invested over $90 million to 

implement the K-20 network infrastructure development; the last of the 290 K-12 districts was 

connected in December 1999. 

 

 Last year approximately 10,000 individuals attended Tomorrow’s Classroom event which 

was sponsored by the Washington Education Association, Learning Space, and the University of 

Washington.  A similar number are expected to attend the Conference on August 17 at the Seattle 

Exposition Center.  

 

 . The University of Washington, the SEA, and the Gates Learning Foundation (GLF) are 

providing training to more than 1,000 principals and superintendents at three-day Smart Tools 

Academies whose participants receive laptops.  GLF is also supporting teacher leadership staff 

development for 1,000 teachers during the 2,000 calendar year 

 

 The legislature recently appropriated $430,000 to allow districts to purchase servers 

necessary to implement filtering services.  Districts without filtering systems in place will receive 

priority funding at the request of the school boards.  An RFP released last year has resulted in 

contracts with six providers of such filtering systems.  A new contact in Washington is Claire 

Donahue, Assistant Superintendent for Digital Education (360/586-2515). 
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West Virginia Update – August 2000 

 

Recently, the legislature passed the West Virginia Virtual School Act which went into effect 

on July 1.  The State Board of Education is responsible for approving policies and procedures which 

would delineate the opportunities for student learning and faculty staff development. 

  

The two state technology initiatives are:  (a) WV SUCCESS for grades 7-12 will continue to 

be funded at approximately $8-10 million (findings from an evaluation conducted by MGT of 

America are being prepared for presentation to the State Board of Education and the legislature); and 

(b) funding will also be continued at about the same level for the elementary technology program 

covering grades K-6.  In response to an RFP earlier this year, contracts are being negotiated to 

provide hardware/software staff development and networking installation.  Additional funding has 

been appropriated by the legislature for Curriculum Technology Resource Centers, Technology 

Demonstration Sites and the World School Internet Connections, as well as staff development.  

 

The FY 2000 K-12 budget is level funded at $1.47 billion; however, the amount of lottery 

funding earmarked for technology increases slightly, from approximately $16 million in the past to 

$20 million; $1 million has been appropriated to improve the quality of pre-K programs. 
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Wisconsin Update – August 2000 

 

The SEA is now making available the Information and Technology Literacy Standards Matrix 

which includes two different models that correlate the performance standards and indicators of the 

four assessed content areas (math, science, social studies, and English/language arts) with 

information technology literacy standards.  A CD-ROM planning guide will be available in 

September to simplify systems integration efforts and save Wisconsin teachers time by modifying the 

CD-ROM program to develop their own lesson plan units.   

 

Following new teacher certification rules which went into effect in February 2000, 

competencies for district instructional technology coordinators, library specialists, and media 

supervisors are being finalized.  The State’s pre K-12 education technology plan, published in 1996, 

is being revised by a task force who will make its recommendations available in the fall. 

 

The Wisconsin Technical College System recently released a survey which found that about 

50% of Wisconsin high school graduates began postsecondary studies at four-year colleges, but 

within three years about half enrolled in one of the 16 State technical colleges that serve about 

450,000 students.  Today about 19% of Wisconsin high school graduates directly enter the technical 

college system, up from 11% in 1991. 
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Wyoming Update – August 2000 

 

During the second year of the biennium budget, education spending will increase almost 20% 

by $80 million, most of which will go to:  operating funds under the school aid program; school 

construction; technology purchases; and State assessments.  About $40 million will be allocated for 

school maintenance, while $60 million is for capital construction.  The total K-12 budget will be 

$464 million. 

 

 


